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“More people understand the skills message
now, which is why the UK Commission
has been able to break down barriers and
engage rapidly with employer organisations,
trade unions, government departments,
academics, providers and many more.”
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Foreword
by Sir Mike Rake
Chairman
The UK Commission for Employment and Skills
aims to be a trusted and objective adviser to the
Government and Devolved Administrations of the
four nations of the UK, with a long term perspective
on policy and progress.

During my three-year term as Chairman of the
Commission, which draws to an end this June,
I believe our most important achievement has
been to establish a working basis for these
principles. In the increasingly challenging
economic environment, the need for this
objective advice is crucial.
There is no doubt that the skills issue is even
more critical today than it was when I was
appointed Chairman. The economic downturn,
high levels of unemployment – particularly
among young people, and increasing global
competitiveness underline this.
But more people understand the skills message
now, which is why the UK Commission has been
able to break down barriers and engage rapidly with
employer organisations, trade unions, government
departments, academics, providers and many more.
Nowhere was this better demonstrated than by
the high-level support and collaborative effort that
went into the UK-wide “Now is the time” campaigns
which called for sustained investment in skills during
the downturn and for pragmatic business support
to tackle youth unemployment. The UK Commission
has worked hard to achieve:
s 3IGNIlCANT IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS
policy and practice through a range of reports and
proposals
s ! ROBUST AND RIGOROUS RELICENSING ASSESSMENT OF
all Sector Skills Councils which will ensure they
are as effective as possible in supporting employer
skills needs
s 4HE CREATION OF 4ALENTMAP AN ONLINE TOOL
which helps employers to navigate the maze of
education, employment and skills programmes
ACROSS THE 5+ TO lND THE PUBLICLY FUNDED HELP AND
support they need.
However, we are still falling behind our 2020
objectives except in higher education. We face
SIGNIlCANT ISSUES AROUND INTERMEDIATE SKILLS AND

the need to develop and expand our apprenticeship
programmes; barriers to employment, with too
many people who will be in employment in 2020
lacking basic skills of literacy and numeracy;
and the paramount need to raise individual and
employer ambition.
These are big challenges but my successor
as Chairman will have one very important
advantage: a very strong and dedicated UK
Commission and staff.
/UR #OMMISSIONERS ARE ALL LEADERS IN THEIR lELD
across the private, public and voluntary sectors.
I would like to pay tribute to them and thank them
for giving their time, experience and support.
4HE SPEED AND EFlCIENCY OF THE OPERATION TO BRING
the UK Commission together from the merger of
three organisations (the Sector Skills Development
Agency, the National Employment Panel and
Investors in People UK) and to run it with just
half of their combined staff, was due in large part
to the quality and commitment of the entire UK
Commission team and to the outstanding leadership
of Chris Humphries. That they have gone on to
achieve so many milestones reﬂects a dedication
and a belief that will ensure continued progress
under my successor.
It is a progress that cannot be achieved
without exceptional team effort and that
includes the support of our sponsors,
stakeholders and partners.
I thank you all.

Sir Mike Rake
Chairman
UK Commission for
Employment and Skills

“As Ambition 2020 made clear,
the UK is not world class in
employment and skills, and not yet
on a trajectory to be so by 2020.
The challenge to get us there has
never been more daunting –
or more necessary.”
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Message from
the Chief Executive
Chris Humphries CBE
I am proud to present our annual report for 2009-2010
because the story of this year has been one of progress
and delivery, driven and inspired by outstanding effort,
determination and achievement.

In what I hope has been a productive second year,
our work, including major reports such as Ambition
2020: World Class Skills and Jobs; the National
Strategic Skills Audit for England; Skills Jobs
Growth for Scotland and The UK Employment
and Skills Almanac 2009, has sought to offer
intelligence and advice to the UK Government
and the Devolved Administrations to help shape
employment and skills policy and practice.
As Ambition 2020 made clear, the UK is not
world class in employment and skills, and not
yet on a trajectory to be so by 2020. The
challenge to get us there, in the face of continuing
economic turmoil, has never been more daunting –
or more necessary.
As we enter our third year we have much more
to do in helping government reduce youth
unemployment, improve careers advice and
information, create more and better jobs, and
shape the skills needed for those jobs of the
FUTURE -OREOVER IT HAS TO BE ACHIEVED BY lNDING
innovative ways to do so much more with less.
That’s why it is so important that the UK
Commission delivers on its three strategic
priorities: increasing individual aspiration, raising
employer ambition, and building a more agile
and responsive employment and skills system.
4HESE THREE PRIORITIES WERE IDENTIlED BY OUR
Commissioners as underpinning everything we do,
and we hope our thinking and proposals in these
areas will be as useful in the future as they have
BEEN WELCOMED IN OUR lRST TWO YEARS

It has been a genuine pleasure to lead a team
of highly motivated and committed staff, who all
share a real passion for the UK Commission’s
agenda. But we all know that we owe what
success we have to the invaluable leadership
and energy of our Commissioners, who gave so
generously of their time throughout the year.
In particular, I would like to pay a special tribute to
our Chairman, Sir Mike Rake, who steps down this
year at the end of his three year appointment. Mike
has brought a vision, focus and true leadership
to the role and this has been central to the UK
Commission’s progress. The UK Commission team
will genuinely miss his wisdom and courage, whilst
looking forward with anticipation and excitement
to working with his successor.
Thank you to all our partners and stakeholders
for your invaluable co-operation and support.

Chris Humphries CBE
Chief Executive
UK Commission for Employment
and Skills

Our role and mission
The UK Commission for Employment and Skills is an independent,
employer-led advisory body, remitted by the UK Government and
the three Devolved Administrations to provide expert advice on
the UK’s progress towards becoming one of the top eight
countries in the world for skills, jobs and growth by
2020: a prize worth £80 billion to the UK economy.

We want the UK to be one of the best places to
live. More jobs and better jobs are a key way of
making that happen and the right skills are an
essential factor in this. But skills alone are not
enough. The UK needs to raise the aspirations
of both individuals and employers to create
workplace environments that enable skills to be
used to maximum effect, increasing performance
and improving job satisfaction.
An ambitious remit
4HE 5+ #OMMISSION HAS BEEN SPECIlCALLY TASKED
by government to:
1. Assess annually UK progress towards becoming
a world class leader in employment and skills
by 2020
2. Advise the UK Government and Devolved
Administrations at the highest levels on policies
and delivery that will contribute to increased
jobs, skills and productivity
3. Monitor the contribution and challenge
the performance of each part of the UK
employment and skills systems in meeting
the needs of employers and individuals, and
recommend improvements in policy, delivery
and innovation
4. Promote greater employer engagement,
inﬂuence and investment in workforce
development
5. Fund and manage the performance of the
Sector Skills Councils.

Also in April this year the UK Commission took
over strategic ownership of the Investors in People
framework, becoming the champion and guardian
of the Investors in People UK brand and range of
products and services.
Analyse, challenge, develop, embed, improve
We deliver our role by working with and through
the UK Government, Devolved Administrations
and other partners in employment and skills
development. We are acutely aware that whether
we reach our destination depends not just upon
the input of the UK Commission, but on the
support and participation of a huge number of
partners and stakeholders.
Our work considers issues of equality of access
and opportunity for all, and is underpinned by
strong evidence-based research and analysis
to ensure that the advice and recommendations
we put to Ministers are robust and of the
highest quality. Our approach is based on a
lVE STAGE CYCLICAL MODEL ANALYSE CHALLENGE
develop, embed, and improve. Starting from
A lRM EVIDENCE BASE TO CHALLENGE THE STATUS
quo, we work to develop advice on policy and
implementation that is most likely to bring real and
continual improvement.
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The story so far...
The UK Commission for Employment and Skills, which was incorporated in
November 2007 and launched in April 2008, was a key recommendation in Lord
Leitch’s 2006 review Prosperity for All in the Global Economy: World Class Skills.
We are a genuinely employer-led organisation, with Commissioners drawn from
the highest levels of the private, public and voluntary sectors, and including
trade union leadership.

)N OUR lRST TWO lNANCIAL PERIODS THE 5+
Commission for Employment and Skills has
sought to make a real contribution to policy and
practice in the UK. We want to ensure that the UK
workforce and industries are better placed not
only to deal with the impact of recession in the
short term but also to prepare for, and sustain,
recovery in the longer term.
Up and running
Our foundation year established our fundamental
responsibilities to all four nations and laid the
GROUNDWORK FOR THE lRST OF OUR ANNUAL ASSESSMENTS
on the status of the UK’s employment and skills
systems – and for our strategic direction of
travel. We established the UK Commission as a
functioning organisation, building our knowledge
base and developing our reputation and credibility.

4HE HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR lRST lNANCIAL PERIOD INCLUDED
s 4HE 'OVERNMENT IMMEDIATELY ADOPTING OUR
INITIAL RECOMMENDATIONS ON SIMPLIlCATION OF
the employment and skills system in England.
This was followed by public consultation and
employer research in Scotland, Northern Ireland,
and Wales, as well as England
s /UR Now is the time to invest in skills media
campaign which generated publicity, support
and debate across the four nations
s 3UBSTANTIAL PROGRESS ON REFORMING RELICENSING
and empowering Sector Skills Councils (SSCs)
s 0UBLICATION OF Working Futures 2007-17: A
biennial, all-sector, labour market intelligence
and foresight report setting out likely changes to
the labour market in England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland over the following decade
s )NTENSIVE PREPARATORY WORK IN OUR lRST YEAR
culminated in the publication in May 2009 of
two major documents: Ambition 2020: World
Class Skills and Jobs for the UK and our Five
Year Strategic Plan 2009-2014. Taken together,
these reports set a dynamic agenda for our
second period.

Setting the course
Ambition 2020: World Class
Skills and Jobs for the UK
In this report the UK Commission for Employment and Skills
sets out a compelling analysis of the evidence relating to the
UK’s international position on productivity, employment and skills.
$ESPITE SIGNIlCANT PROGRESS IN SKILLS OVER THE LAST DECADE THE 5+ IS
not world class in skills, and not yet on a trajectory to be so by 2020.
7E IDENTIlED THREE ROOT CAUSES OF THIS
s 2ELATIVE TO OTHER INDUSTRIAL NATIONS WE HAVE TOO FEW BUSINESSES
in high skill, high value added industries: we have too few high
performance workplaces and are creating too few high skilled
jobs. Comparative to our ambition, the UK does not have enough
employer demand for skills
s 4OO MANY YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE 5+ FAIL TO GAIN THE BASIC
employability and lower skill levels needed to progress in work.
As a result, too few adults possess the skills to succeed in
TOMORROWS LABOUR MARKET OR THE MOTIVATION CONlDENCE AND
opportunity to gain them
s #URRENT EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS SYSTEMS IN THE 5+ ARE NEITHER FULLY
INTEGRATED NOR SUFlCIENTLY ALIGNED TO LABOUR MARKET NEEDS
They are also excessively complex because they do not empower
customers to drive demand, performance or quality improvement.
In November 2009 the Skills Strategy White Paper in England
endorsed the ‘independent reporting’ of Ambition 2020 in providing
both a benchmark for assessing and measuring skills progress
in the UK and also an evidence-based framework for policy
development. The report was warmly welcomed in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland.
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Five Year Strategic Plan:
2009-2014
7E DEVELOPED OUR STRATEGY BY DRAWING ON THE lNDINGS OF Ambition
2020: World Class Skills and Jobs for the UK OUR PROJECTS IN THE lRST
YEAR AND EXTENSIVE CONSULTATION 4HE PLAN SET A lVE YEAR TIMELINE
for the UK Commission to deliver three fundamental priorities which
now underpin our work, and which we believe should be the focus of
joined-up government policy within and between England, Northern
Ireland, Scotland and Wales.* These priorities are set into our work
streams for this year. They are:
1. To build a more strategic, agile and demand-led employment and
skills system
2. To maximise individual opportunity for skills and sustainable
employment
3. To increase employer ambition, engagement and investment
in skills.
Our progress this year, therefore, is measured against how much we
have contributed to the delivery of these three priorities.
*Although we are a UK-wide organisation not all the UK Commission’s advisory reports
and recommendations referenced in the following pages apply to all four nations.

Building a more strategic, agile and
demand-led employment and skills system
During the year, we worked with relevant partners
and stakeholders to deliver proposals for:
s 2EDUCING COMPLEXITY AND BUREAUCRACY
s )MPROVING THE RELEVANCE AND RESPONSIVENESS OF
INDUSTRY AND QUALIlCATIONS
s )NTEGRATING EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS SERVICES
s )DENTIFYING THE INDUSTRIES JOBS AND SKILLS TO BOOST
UK international competitiveness.
Reducing complexity and bureaucracy
From the outset our Chairman and Commissioners
have been greatly concerned by the complexity
of the current employment and skills system: the
costs of which can be measured in diminished
EFlCIENCY QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE
In December we published a progress report
on the implementation of our recommendations
IN 0HASE /NE OF OUR 3IMPLIlCATION PROGRAMME
referred to as ‘hiding the wiring’. We gathered
evidence through interviews with over 500 people
– employers, regional partners, government
departments and agencies. This concluded that
there had been good progress but there was still
more work to be done if the system was to meet
employers’ needs.
In Phase Two we carried out extensive consultation
inviting written and online comment from all areas
of the system to help shape our recommendations
FOR MORE FUNDAMENTAL SIMPLIlCATION n A @REWIRING OF
the system.
/UR lNDINGS FROM THIS PROCESS WERE THEN
developed in the UK Commission’s report Towards
Ambition 2020: Skills, Jobs, Growth, published
in October 2009, in which the UK Commission
produced its proposals for creating more ﬂexible
and responsive publicly funded training provision,
initially in an English context.

Talentmap: Throughout the year we have
continued to work with employer partners and
stakeholders to develop and test this new online
tool designed to help employers cut through
COMPLEXITY AND lND FUNDING FOR TRAINING AND SKILLS
development. An agreement has been reached for
HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) to take over
Talentmap in stages starting in 2010-11 with the
aim of it being operated fully by HMRC by April
 ! NUMBER OF OPTIONS HAVE BEEN IDENTIlED FOR
private sector content.
Relevance and responsiveness
Towards Ambition 2020: Skills, Jobs, Growth
proposed the creation of intelligent and informed
markets by giving power to employers and
learners and by focusing on system outcomes,
not processes. Through giving trust to colleges,
universities and trainers and by abolishing
quangos, more value for money could be achieved
at the frontline.
Many of the recommendations have been
approved by the different UK Devolved
Administrations. At Scotland’s request, a separate
version, Towards Ambition 2020: Skills, Jobs,
Growth for Scotland was then produced. In
England, the UK Government’s Skills Strategy
White Paper, published on November 11,
accepted and endorsed more than 60 per cent of
our detailed recommendations. Among these were
our proposals for improving information, advice
and guidance on career and learning opportunities,
including ‘food-labelling’ style information on
courses: advice which would feature job and pay
outcomes for previous students. We have also
set up a separate project designed to deliver
QUALIlCATIONS TO TIGHTER TIMESCALES IN RESPONSE TO
Towards Ambition 2020: Skills, Jobs, Growth.
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Integrating employment and skills services
The UK Commission has been charged by
government to assess the progress that is being
made towards integrating employment and skills
systems in Great Britain. Our 2010 Review of
Employment and Skills Services will look at the
whole of the publicly funded employment and skills
system in England, Scotland and Wales (subject
to agreement with the Devolved Administrations),
including higher education.

Identifying critical industries, jobs and skills
In 2009-10 the UK Commission has had an
important role advising government about future
strategic skills needs in England. This advice was
DELIVERED IN OUR lRST National Strategic Skills Audit
for England: Skills for Jobs: Today and Tomorrow,
published in March 2010. It provided government,
as well as employers, individuals, providers
and others, with a single source of intelligence
regarding existing and future skills needs.

4HE DOCUMENT DETAILING THE lNAL !SSESSMENT
Framework and high level review process was
published on the 16 February 2010. The UK
Commission will conduct the Review and publish
a progress report in March 2011. We will make
recommendations on what more can be done to
further integration in three separate reports: one
for Scotland, one for England and one for Wales.

The Audit was called “groundbreaking” by senior
government minsters. It was also referenced in the
Budget in March. The Economist described it as “a
praiseworthy attempt to get to grips with the nuts
and bolts of future economic growth”.

We are carrying out a Review of Targets, Measures,
Incentives and Funding which looks at what really
drives individual performance and organisational
behaviour in the UK. We have taken a top-down
and bottom-up approach to collecting data by
interviewing central government stakeholders as
WELL AS A RANGE OF PROVIDERS 4HE lNAL REPORT HAS
been completed and will inform the 2010 Review
as well as the Review of Priority Spend within the
Employment and Skills system for 2010-11.

Data from the Audit will be used to inform the
spending of billions of pounds of public money
through the Skills Funding Agency (SFA) and the
Higher Education Funding Council for England
(HEFCE) as well as the setting of local and regional
priorities. A package of other measures was also
developed in England, including a Joint Investment
Programme addressing strategic skills priorities.
The Audit will be repeated 2010-2011 for England
and we are in discussion regarding uptake in
Wales and Scotland.
We have started discussions with BIS, SFA and
HEFCE about running a series of regional road
SHOWS TO PRESENT THE !UDITS lNDINGS TO A WIDER
audience of stakeholders and to stimulate debate
about their implications.

Maximising individual opportunity
for skills and sustainable employment
The UK has to change how individuals and
businesses perceive skills, from a one off
experience in our youth to a lifelong commitment;
from a business expense to a recurring investment.
Our work in this area in 2009-10 has looked at
the continued mismatch between what the skills
system produces and what the economy requires.
It has involved a series of advisory reports and
recommendations on:

Tackling exclusion: We are looking at the
employment and skills outcomes for socially
excluded groups and whether the current funding
and target systems incentivise providers to work
with these groups. The report will also draw on
THE lNDINGS OF OUR Customer Journey project
and our Review of Targets, Measures, Incentives
and Funding.

s 2EMOVING THE BARRIERS PEOPLE FACE IN ACCESSING
education and training

Employability: Our Employability Phase Two
project is building on the work of Phase One (the
Employability Challenge) and reports in June
2010. It focuses on the potential of practitioner
training, assessment and funding to support the
embedding of employability skills at the heart of
the UK’s education and training system. We will
also propose some measures to assess progress
in the delivery of employability skills and to
GAUGE EMPLOYER PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR BENElT TO
the workplace.

s )MPROVING THE INDIVIDUALS JOURNEY INTO WORK AND
progression in work
s 4ACKLING SOCIAL EXCLUSION
s $ELIVERING EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
s 2EFORMING AND DEVELOPING QUALIlCATIONS THAT WILL
lead to employability and employment.
Removing barriers: In June 2009 we published
Employee Demand for Skills: A Review of Evidence
and Policy which investigated the existing barriers
and challenges facing individuals in accessing
career-enhancing training and looked, also, at
what motivates them to invest in their own skills
development. We have expanded debate on this
issue by conducting further analysis; holding a
range of seminars to discuss possible future policy
options in this area; and by publishing a policy
thinkpiece to stimulate wider debate.
Customer journey: We are investigating the
individual’s journey into work, and progression
in work and training. The scope of the project
IS 5+ WIDE AND COVERS PEOPLE ON BENElT IN THE
lRST INSTANCE 7E ARE LOOKING AT WAYS TO IMPROVE
and simplify the individual’s experience of the
employment and skills system; the roles and
responsibilities of personal advisors; in-work
support; referrals between agencies; and links
with other services. We are due to report our
recommendations this summer.

Progression: Our study Progression to Higher
Education of Vocational and Applied Learners in
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland focuses on
identifying the barriers to progression and is due
to report in June 2010. The University Vocational
Awards Council (UVAC) was commissioned
to carry out the study, building on work they
have already completed on progression routes
in England.
Diplomas: Four employer-led Diploma
QUALIlCATIONS ARE BEING DEVELOPED IN 2ETAIL
Business, Sports and Active Leisure, Travel and
Tourism, and Public Services in addition to those
developed in earlier phases. Schools and colleges
in most local authority areas are now involved in
delivering Diplomas.
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Apprenticeships: We are working with SSCs
to review and revise existing Apprenticeship
frameworks, and to develop new frameworks
for evolving and emerging occupations of the
future. The existing 137 apprenticeship frameworks
WILL BE RElNED TO MAKE THEM MORE mEXIBLE AND
responsive to learner and employer needs, in line
WITH THE NEW 3PECIlCATION FOR !PPRENTICESHIP
Standards in England and Wales. A web portal
is being developed to support the issuing of
apprenticeship frameworks.
Women and Work Sector Pathways Initiative:
Nearly 5000 women completed individual training
plans to improve their skills in sectors where
women are under-represented and where there is
a gender pay gap. This is higher than the original
FORECASTED lGURE OF  AND A MAJOR ACHIEVEMENT
during the current economic climate.
Qualiﬁcations reform: Good progress is being
made with the four nations on the reform and
DEVELOPMENT OF VOCATIONAL QUALIlCATIONS 61 
We are working with England, Wales and Northern
Ireland, SSCs and other bodies to help build a
NEW mEXIBLE AND MODULAR 1UALIlCATIONS AND
Credit Framework. By 31 March 2010, 60 per cent
OF VOCATIONAL QUALIlCATIONS WERE COMPLIANT WITH
the new Framework in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland.

We are taking forward the evaluation of the
5+ 6OCATIONAL 1UALIlCATION 2EFORM 0ROGRAMME
to assess whether the reforms are creating a
QUALIlCATION SYSTEM THAT IS EASIER TO UNDERSTAND
THAT CONTAINS QUALIlCATIONS THAT ARE MORE VALUED
by employers and individuals, and that allows
learners to select a customised course of study
THAT CAN BE lTTED AROUND THEIR LIFESTYLE AND WORK
commitments. To achieve this, we have developed
a monitoring system, set baselines for measuring
BENElTS IN FUTURE YEARS AND CARRIED OUT A DETAILED
INITIAL REVIEW OF THE WAY IN WHICH QUALIlCATIONS ARE
developed and delivered.
National Occupational Standards (NOS): The
MAJORITY OF ./3 NEEDED FOR THE 61 REFORM HAVE
been developed or revised. Around 200 suites
of NOS were approved this year: some new and
some revised. These range from Wind Turbines
(Renewable Energies) to Design; from Rail
Engineering to Customer Service.

Increasing employer ambition,
engagement and investment in skills
The UK’s long term wealth as a nation, and our
ability to achieve a more inclusive society is
ultimately dependent upon how many people
are in work, in which sectors they work and
how productive they are in their work. The UK’s
business environment, business ambition and
business leadership are critical determinants
in all three.

Employer Voice: The UK Commission undertook
a one year project to examine how the ‘employer
voice’ could have greater inﬂuence on the
employment and skills system. Our research
included a series of interviews with employers
and will result in recommendations to the UK
Government and Devolved Administrations
later this year.

3PECIlCALLY #OMMISSIONERS BELIEVE THAT 3ECTOR
Skills Councils have the potential to play a stronger
role in increasing business ambition, collaboration
and leverage in skills investment.

Leadership and Management: Working in
collaboration with government, industry and
academia we have completed our report identifying
how leadership and management can be improved
to increase competitiveness and employment
opportunity. It is being shared with stakeholders
prior to publication. The report explores the role
of employer networks as a mechanism to invest
in leadership and management skills.

Success for the UK will depend on creating an
economy where employers see long term survival
and prosperity as inextricably linked to how skills
are developed and utilised. Our work this year has
focused on promoting policies that will: (1) enhance
the actions employers can take to use and
develop the skills of their workforce; (2) support
employers to engage and invest in those skills; (3)
enhance employer understanding of strategic skills
requirements to better match the supply of skills to
emerging demand; and (4) raise employer ambition.
Collective Measures: A report presenting the
UK Commission’s advice on the most effective
collective policy levers to encourage employer
investment in skills was published in November
2009. This has been an extensive piece of work
involving many stages of detailed analysis which
provides a solid evidence foundation for the policy
ADVICE PRESENTED IN THE lNAL REPORT 4HE ADVICE
is reﬂected in the Skills Strategy White Paper
and informs Towards Ambition 2020: Skills,
Jobs, Growth.
Skills Utilisation: We have published reports on
the use of skills and, in particular, high performance
working as a means through which employers
can maximise the potential of their employees in
meeting business objectives and achieving more
effective skills utilisation in the workplace. We
will be undertaking further work in this important
area to consider how we can embed these
important practices.

Making the case for skills: We have continued
our collaborative work with employer organisations
to promote and communicate the case for skills
development to their members. In November our
Chairman and Commissioners made tackling the
issue of youth unemployment a priority. This was
at the heart of a Now is the time to invest in the
future of our young people media campaign - in the
style we adopted for the Now is the time to invest
in skills activity last year. Again it was supported
and endorsed by leading employer and trade union
organisations in England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland. Sir Mike Rake also sent personal
letters to all FTSE 100 chairmen encouraging them
to help unemployed young people.
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SSC Relicensing: During the year the Sector
Skills Council Relicensing programme was
completed with full recommendations submitted
to Government in relation to twenty-four of
THE TWENTY lVE 33#S 4HE RELICENSING PROCESS
included high quality assessments of all 25 SSCs
BY THE .ATIONAL !UDIT /FlCE #OMMISSIONERS HAVE
been actively involved in the programme, meeting
with each SSC Board and participating in a series
of relicensing panels.
After the initial assessments, eighteen SSCs
received a positive recommendation from the UK
Commission. Energy & Utility Skills and e-skills UK
Limited were viewed as outstanding, with a further
thirteen SSCs assessed as good and three as
satisfactory. Seven cases were not recommended
for relicensing at the initial Relicensing Panels.
Four of these SSCs have since returned to
supplementary Panels, having conducted
major reviews of their organisations and were
subsequently approved for relicensing. In respect
OF THE lNAL THREE 33#S 3KILLFAST 5+ THE 33# FOR
fashion and textiles, has now closed with its work
being taken forward by Skillset; Government Skills
has chosen to cease being a licensed SSC and
to operate instead as a skills unit within central
government; and Lifelong Learning UK is working,
in conjunction with the UK Commission and UK
Government on an appraisal of possible future
models for delivering the SSC’s core remit, with an
outcome expected in Autumn 2010.
Sectoral leadership: Following the completion
of Sector Skills Council relicensing in December,
four new ‘Impact 2010’ groups were established,
creating a framework for closer dialogue and
collaboration between SSCs and the UK
Commission. Work has commenced on developing
the foundations for an Employer Ambition Strategy.

SSC funding and management: We are
implementing a transparent, risk-based
performance management system to drive the
continuous improvement of the Sector Skills
Councils following the rigorous relicensing
process. This will include the publication of an
annual report on the performance of the SSC
network. The SSC core remit has been agreed
and new contracts issued to include changes in
funding as well as a set of common objectives
BASED ON THE REMIT 4HIS WILL ENSURE THAT FOR THE lRST
time the UK Commission can clearly demonstrate
a link between core Government funding and some
KEY DELIVERABLES INCLUDING QUALIlCATIONS REFORM
apprenticeships, and employer engagement.
NOS prototype: The strategy and implementation
plan for the reform of National Occupational
Standards has been agreed in principle by all four
nations. The vision driving this strategy is that,
by 2020, high-quality NOS will be widely used
both by awarding organisations for developing
QUALIlCATIONS AND ALSO BY EMPLOYERS AND OTHER
stakeholders to underpin their human resource
management processes and strategic business
developments. The focus is now on developing
and prototyping to test out various aspects of
the NOS Strategy. We are exploring how this
can link with developments in Europe. Good
progress is being made in commissioning
ORGANISATIONS TO COVER STANDARDS QUALIlCATIONS
and apprenticeships in sectors without SSCs.

Evidence-based
policy
The evidence that underpins our work is fundamental to our ability to analyse,
challenge, develop, and improve employment and skills in the UK. While each
of our projects has to be evidence-based, there are over-arching pieces of
work led by the Research and Policy Directorate that report on and contribute
to our understanding of policy and practice in the UK, including international
comparisons and experience. This year our Research and Policy programme
produced a range of speciﬁc research and evidence reviews, high quality
labour market information and robust policy recommendations, as can be
seen in reports such as Collective Measures, Skills Utilisation, Ambition 2020:
World Class Skills and Jobs for the UK and the National Strategic Skills Audit.
Labour Market Information (LMI)
We have completed a range of LMI products and
made good progress in taking forward core labour
market analysis to support the UK Commission’s
advisory work. We published the LMI framework
for SSCs earlier in the year and more recently have
put in place steps to assess and review the extent
to which SSCs are meeting the LMI standard in
2010-11. We have reconvened our LMI forum to
share information with partners and stakeholders
and to work collectively to improve the current
LMI evidence base in the UK. Through the forum
we are developing a consistent series of surveys
which focus on employer perspectives on aspects

of the skills and employment system, and on skill
DEMAND AND DElCIENCIES IN THE WORKPLACE !S PART
of this consistent approach to research and LMI
across the UK we are taking forward our new remit
to deliver the National Employer Skills Survey in
England. We reported and are disseminating the
2009 survey and are planning the 2011 survey.
In the meantime, we are delivering our Employer
Perspectives Survey in 2010.
We have completed our online LMI tool, the
Almanac, which presents the information analysed
in Ambition 2020 as a statistical guide for external
access and use.
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Partnership projects
To ensure our research is robust, of high quality
and has a real impact, we work in partnership with
research and policy colleagues across the UK
and internationally. The following projects give a
ﬂavour of this work.
s 7E HAVE PRODUCED RESEARCH WITH THE -IGRATION
Advisory Committee on conceptualising skill
DElCIENCIES IN THE ECONOMY
s 7E HAVE ESTABLISHED A 3TRATEGIC 0ARTNERSHIP
with the Economic and Social Research Council
(ESRC) and are joint funding a number of
research activities in areas such as management
and leadership

Maximising impact
As well as working with partners, we have
established a number of mechanisms to
ensure our research and policy thinking is
widely shared and responsive to external
developments, such as:
s !LL OUR REPORTS ARE PUBLISHED ON THE WEB AND IN
hard copy and are available for free

s 7E HAVE PLAYED A KEY ROLE IN lNALISING THE
analysis for the European Commission’s
New Skills New Jobs initiative. As a result
we were invited to lead the launch of the
report in Belgium

s 7E HAVE DEVELOPED A SERIES OF POLICY THINKPIECES
to stimulate debate on key policy issues

s 7ORK CONTINUED ON PROJECTS WITH OUR STRATEGIC
partner the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). We are
a joint sponsor of two three-year projects
concerned with the engagement patterns
of smaller employers in learning and local
competitiveness issues

s /UR TWO DAY INTERNATIONAL Skills, Jobs, Growth
Convention in February which was attended
by 400 delegates and 50 guest speakers from
all over the world including Sweden, Spain,
Australia, Singapore and China.

s 7E ARE SUPPORTING THE %UROPEAN #OMMISSION
on work to assess skill needs more effectively
across Europe. This includes developing
common employment forecasts and a Europeanwide employer survey
s 7E HAVE SET UP TWO PANELS OF EXPERTS AND
practitioners to advise on our work. The panels
provide professional guidance and help ensure
the work of the UK Commission is at the
forefront of skills and employment research
and policy thinking.

s /UR UPDATED Intelligence e-bulletin provides a
monthly summary of key research outputs and
policy developments

Working with
partners and
stakeholders
The publication of major reports such as Ambition 2020:
World Class Skills and Jobs; the National Strategic Skills
Audit; and Towards Ambition 2020: Skills, Jobs, Growth
have enabled us not only to increase awareness of
the UK Commission, but also to show evidence of our
inﬂuence and impact to a wider audience of stakeholders.

Our many stakeholders and partners include: the UK
Government and Devolved Administrations, employer
organisations, research and advisory bodies, sponsors and
interest groups. We could not have produced the range
or quality of work we have produced this year without
extensive consultation and collaborative work with them.
We conduct regular stakeholder surveys to monitor
and assess our performance in their eyes. The most recent
conducted in March 2010 showed that the UK Commission
had improved its stakeholder rating in all categories –
familiarity, favourability, and assessment of performance
and expectations.
However, we need to be clearer about articulating
our evidence-based intelligence and more effective in
demonstrating its practical application.
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“Media coverage intensiﬁed during the year with well
over 500 articles about the UK Commission’s work
in the press and broadcast media. Interviews with
journalists have become a regular part of the working
week and media training has been used to engage
more senior staff in this frontline work.”
Communications activity
In 2008-09 our PR and media activity, corporate
marketing and developing online presence helped
to establish our vision and identity in the skills and
employment landscape. This year we have built
on this work to incorporate new and innovative
ways to communicate with our audiences. Early
in the year we launched a new UK Commission
interactive website which has enabled us to:
s ,AUNCH ONLINE CAMPAIGNS AND SEMINARS
s "ROADCAST OUR OWN VIDEOS
s )NTERACT VIA 4WITTER AND BLOGGING AREAS
s 0ROVIDE ONLINE COVERAGE OF CONFERENCE SPEECHES
and events
s #REATE SPECIAL MICRO SITES FOR OUR MAJOR
publications and projects
s 3END OUT MASS EMAILS
s #ONDUCT ONLINE CONSULTATIONS AND SURVEYS
This has brought a new dimension to our
stakeholder engagement and created new
platforms for communication which we have
used to support and enhance a busy programme
of activity. The highlights included:
s )N &EBRUARY  WE HELD AN INTERNATIONAL POLICY
convention in London attended live and online
by more than 2000 people. It brought together
national and international skills experts and
leading thinkers to focus on the UK’s future
strategy for skills, jobs and growth
s 4HE LAUNCH OF Towards Ambition 2020: Skills,
Jobs, Growth was supported by an online
seminar. Nearly 600 watched the debate live but,
SIGNIlCANTLY A TOTAL OF   VIDEO VIEWS WERE
recorded subsequently

s 4ALENTMAP WAS DEMONSTRATED TO AN AUDIENCE OF
about 150 employment and skills professionals
at the BT Centre at an event hosted by our
Chairman on July 7 2009. Promotion included
an extensive mailshot, and online coverage on
more than 25 websites
s Ambition 2020: World Class Skills and Jobs for
the UK and the Five Year Strategic Plan were
successfully launched at the Royal Society of
Arts in London on May 7 2009. We followed
this up with a series of launch events across
the four nations. This activity was supported by
NATIONAL MEDIA COVERAGE AND A SUSTAINED PROlLE
and videos on our own website. More than
1,500 copies were sent to stakeholders and we
received many requests for more.
Further stakeholder engagement to support and
promote this activity included our collaboration
with the British Chambers of Commerce to
organise a series of Ambition 2020 presentations
to regional chambers.
-EDIA COVERAGE INTENSIlED DURING THE YEAR WITH
well over 500 articles about the UK Commission’s
work in the press and broadcast media. Interviews
with journalists have become a regular part of the
working week and media training has been used
to engage more senior staff in this frontline work.
It has been a particularly busy year for corporate
publications - delivering a range of publications
and evidence reports to print and to deadline.
We have also completed transition work to ensure
a good result for the Investors in People UK (IiP)
brand going forward.
Our staff intranet and regular Lunch and Learns
have continued to keep staff in both London
and Wath up to date on key projects across
the UK Commission.

Excellent organisational
performance
We strive at all times to use best practice in our operations, in particular with
regard to enabling our staff to deliver high performance. Following the work last
year by Corporate Services to establish the UK Commission as a functioning
organisation and to prepare its corporate strategy, the focus this year was on
consolidating and improving our processes, and on providing the skills and tools
to drive us towards excellent organisational performance.

4HE WORK IS SPLIT INTO lVE THEMES

s 7ORKING WITH EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES TO
complete the suite of HR policies

Excellence in process and control
s )N ADDITION TO REGULAR PERFORMANCE SCORECARD
reporting, a biannual Key Performance Indicator
report has been established to track the UK
Commission’s organisational performance,
credibility, inﬂuence and impact

s )MPROVING THE QUALITY AND CONSISTENCY OF
leadership and management within the
UK Commission through a tailored
development programme

s )DENTIlCATION OF A NEW lNANCE AND WORKmOW
system is to be implemented in 2010-11
INCREASING THE EFlCIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS
OF lNANCE MANAGEMENT

s )MPROVEMENTS TO THE 5+ #OMMISSIONS APPRAISAL
and development process

s 4OOLS AND SUPPORT TO FURTHER EMBED EFFECTIVE
budget management and risk management in
the work of all colleagues have been provided

Excellence in people
3IGNIlCANT PROGRESS WAS MADE IN  

s %MPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT HAS BEEN PURSUED
through a number of cross-organisational
groups, including a staff group on pay
and reward
s 4HE ANNUAL STAFF SURVEY SHOWED INCREASED
positive scores across almost all questions,
including staff satisfaction (85%) and
commitment (94%).
Excellence in governance
s 7E REVIEWED AND AGREED IMPROVEMENTS
to the UK Commission’s committee and
management structures
s $EALT WITH &REEDOM OF )NFORMATION AND
Data Protection Act enquiries promptly
and professionally.

s !LL )NTERNAL !UDIT REPORTS SUBMITTED TO THE !UDIT
Committee in 2009-10 have assessed our
controls as ‘satisfactory’ or ‘good’.
Excellence in delivery
Results include:
s -AXIMISING THE BENElTS OF )4 AND
communications technologies to support
MORE EFlCIENT AND EFFECTIVE WORKING INCLUDING
telepresence enabling ‘face-to-face’ meetings
BETWEEN THE ,ONDON AND 7ATH OFlCES AND
progress on developing our use of Sharepoint
for collaborative working
s )MPROVEMENTS TO THE ,ONDON OFlCE TO CREATE
a better working environment and incorporate
new colleagues transferring from Investors in
People UK.
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Business development
Preparation for the merger of Investors in
People UK into the UK Commission, and for
the additional research responsibilities meant
lots of work for the Corporate Services team to:
s %NSURE THE PROBITY OF THE MERGER AND TRANSFER OF
contracts, trademarks and intellectual property
s !GREE DELIVERY ARRANGEMENTS AND ISSUE NEW
IiP licences
s -ANAGE THE TRANSFER AND INDUCTION OF PERSONNEL
and recruitment of new staff
s )NTEGRATE SYSTEMS AND TAKE ON NEW SYSTEMS
s %NSURE THAT NEW COLLEAGUES HAVE THE
OFlCE SPACE AND EQUIPMENT THEY WILL NEED
to work effectively.
Looking Forward
Following the recent general election, we are
working closely with sponsors to ensure that
our strategic priorities and remit align with the
priorities of the new Government. In addition,
following the recently announced restrictions
on public sector spending, we are reviewing the
potential impact on our delivery plans for 2010-11
IF THE 5+ #OMMISSIONS lNANCIAL RESOURCES ARE
reduced.
In terms of the organisation’s risks, the issue is
HOW lNANCIAL SPENDING RESTRICTIONS WILL IMPACT ON
the UK Commission and the wide system delivery
is viewed as the primary risk.

Overview: our strategic plan
Priorities and projects

2008/09

2009/10

3IMPLIlCATION

3IMPLIlCATION PHASE 
Review of system measures,
targets and incentives

Building a more
strategic, agile
and demand-led
employment and
skills system

2010 Review of integration of

6OCATIONAL 1UALIlCATIONS 2EFORM INCLUDING

Employability skills project

Employability phase 2

Local customer journey reviews
Progression to HE

Maximising individual
opportunity for skills
and sustainable
employment

Tackling exclusion
Employee demand study
Women and Work Sector Pathways Initiative
Diploma development
Apprenticeship

Promoting the case for skills
Linking spatial and sectoral initiatives

Maximising leverage of employer voice

Review of employer collective measures
Leadership and Management

Increasing employer
ambition, engagement
and investment in skills

Skills utilisation and High Performance Working

talentmap

Sector Skills Council Relicencing
Funding and performance

Overarching and underpinning Research and Policy analysis including
Communications on research, advice and projects, enhancing the UK
UK Commission operational
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2010/11

2011/12

Taking forward ‘Skills, Jobs, Growth’ and ‘Skills, Jobs, Growth for Scotland’
Priority areas of employment and skills spend

Work to develop
further advice on
drives for system
transformation

employment and skills services
1UALIlCATIONS DEVELOPMENT TIMELINES
2ATIONALISATION OF   QUALIlCATIONS 6OCATIONAL 1UALIlCATIONS 2EFORM
National Occupational Standards)
Annual National Strategic Skills Audit

Employability (Employability and Progression)
Customer journeys (Employability and Progression)
Progression to HE (Employability and Progression)

Further work to be
determined following
recommendations

Youth Inquiry (Employability and Progression)
Improving individual choice in career direction and learning

Follow up recommendations on
providing improved information,
advice and guidance

Women and Work Sector Pathways Initiative
Diplomas
Reform

Employer Ambition Strategy

Using previous research to identify practical steps (Employer Ambition Strategy)
High Performance Working in Wales (Employer Ambition Strategy)
Information, advice and guidance for employers in Scotland (Employer Ambition Strategy)
talentmap
Investors in People
Sector Skills Councils Reform
improvement of Sector Skills Councils

!MBITION  SPECIlC PROJECTS AND ,ABOUR -ARKET )NFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
Commission’s corporation reputation, especially with stakeholders
management and development

Further work to be
determined following
development of strategy
and recommendations

UK Commission
strategic KPI report
Part 1 (accountability)
Organisational excellence

Credibility and acceptance

Delivery of the Business Plan1

Key Stakeholder Perceptions2

Proportion of planned
deliverables completed year
to date

87%
(61/70)

Proportion of planned ongoing
services delivered as agreed

100%
(14/14)

Operational Efﬁciency3

Expectation that the UK
Commission will be able to
improve the performance of
the UK’s employment and
skills systems

51%

UK Commission performance

63%

Employment and Skills System

Non-pay organisation cost/
head

£23.5k

Contribution to policy debate7

HIGH

Percentage of headcount in
support functions

23.1%

Take up of delivery project
outputs/target4

tbd

High Performance Working5

Individual opportunity

UK Commission’s progress
against IiP standard
(no. of evidence requirements
met)

not yet
accredited

Contribution to policy debate7

MEDIUM

UK Commission HPW
practices

10 of 16

Take up of delivery project
outputs/target4

tbd

Staff Satisfaction6
3TAFF SATISlED TO BE WORKING
for the UK Commission at
this time (difference from govt
benchmark)

Employer engagement and investment

85%
(+18)

Key Stakeholder Perceptions2
Familiar

85%

Favourable

79%

4HE PURPOSE DElNITIONS BENCHMARKS TARGETS
ambitions and supporting evidence of UK Commission
performance are contained in the full KPI report which
can be found on our website: www.ukces.org.uk

Contribution to policy debate7

MEDIUM

Take up of delivery project
outputs/target4

tbd

SSC relicensing
recommendations accepted

100%

1

From UK Commission quarterly operational performance scorecard reports

2

From UK Commission stakeholder survey March/April 2010

3

From 2009/10 stat accounts and March 2010 headcount data

4

$ElNITION OF THOSE MEASURES AND MECHANISMS FOR RECORDING THIS DATA TO BE
implemented in 2010-11

5

Assessment for IiP accreditation due in 2010

6

From staff survey December 2009, next staff survey due December 2010

7

Assessment against progress of achieving a high contribution by April 2012
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Part 2 (inﬂuence)
Strategic Outcomes

Strategic Impact

Employment and Skills System

(2009/10 data from Ambition 2020)

Increased relevance and reduced complexity and
bureaucracy of E&S service provision

Productivity

%MPLOYERS WHO ARE CONlDENT
in knowing who to approach
for advice on training and
skills

72%

Work readiness of 16 to 24-yr
old leavers from education
16 yr old school leavers
17-18 yr old college leavers
University/HE leavers

66%
74%
84%

[Indicator from perspective of
INDIVIDUALS TO BE IDENTIlED
developed]

tbd

UK GVA/person employed

£45.3k

OECD position
(GVA/hour worked)

11th

Employment
UK employment rate

72.2%

OECD position

10th

Individual opportunity
Improved equality of opportunity, employment and
skills outcomes and satisfaction for individuals
Employment rate/selected
population groups
,OWEST QUALIlED
Youth (16-24)
Over 50s (working age)
Workers participating in L&D
in last 13 weeks

54.4%
56.1%
71.5%

30%

Employer engagement and investment
Increased employer engagement and investment in
workforce development and skills utilisation

Skills
5+ PROlLE OF QUALIlCATION
levels
.O QUALIlCATIONS
Below Level 2
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4+

13%
17%
20%
19%
31%

OECD position
Low
Medium
High

18th
20th
10th

Inclusion (Ratio of earnings)

Employer investment in
Learning and Development

£39.2bn

UK ratio of earnings
(top 10%/bottom 10%)

3.59

Establishments with 10 or
more High Performance
Working Practices

30%

OECD position

16th

Key

Trend
Target met or exceeded/Signiﬁcant progress towards ambition

Improvement

Moderately below target/No signiﬁcant change against ambition

No signiﬁcant change

Signiﬁcantly below target/Negative progress against ambition

Getting worse

Report of the directors
The annual report and ﬁnancial statements have been prepared in a
form directed by the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and
Skills in accordance with the Financial Reporting Manual and fulﬁl the
requirements of the Companies Act 2006.
Principal activity and business review
The principal activity and the business review is set out on pages 6 to 25 of this Annual Report and the
Financial Review is set out below.
Incorporation
The UK Commission for Employment and Skills (the UK Commission) is a company limited by guarantee
and was incorporated on 13 November 2007. Under Clause 7 of the Memorandum of Association all
members undertake to contribute to the company such an amount as may be required, not exceeding
£1, in the event of it being wound up during the period of membership and one year afterwards. The
UK Commission is a Non Departmental Public Body (NDPB) jointly sponsored by the Department
for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS), Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), Department for
Education, HM Treasury (HMT), the Department for Education and Learning in Northern Ireland (DELNI),
the Scottish Government, and the Welsh Assembly Government (WAG).
The membership of the Board and other legal and administration details are set out on page 83.
Governance and decision making
The Commissioners are Directors of the Company and are responsible for the management of the
UK Commission for Employment and Skills. The Commission (Board) consists of between 21 and 25
Directors, including the Chairman and Chief Executive. At 31 March 2010 there were 21 Directors. The
Commission has established a number of Committees and delegates its organisational oversight role to
the Management Committee of the Commission.
Formally constituted committees
4HERE ARE lVE FORMALLY CONSTITUTED COMMITTEES OF THE 5+ #OMMISSION THE !UDIT #OMMITTEE THE 3TRATEGIC
Committee, the Systems Review Committee, the Management Committee and the Employer Engagement
#OMMITTEE %ACH COMMITTEE HAS SPECIlC TERMS OF REFERENCE AND FUNCTIONS DELEGATED BY THE "OARD AND A
Chair appointed by the Commission.
The Audit Committee
The Audit Committee consists of not less than three Commissioners. The Chairman of the Commission
cannot be a member of this Committee. All appointments to the Audit Committee will normally be for a
period of two years. The Chief Executive, the Director of Corporate Services and a representative from
Internal and External Audit ordinarily attend meetings. The Committee meets at least three times each
year. The Audit Committee is an advisory body with no executive powers. Its role is to support the
Commission in discharging their responsibilities in relation to issues of risk, control and governance and
of obtaining associated assurances.
The Strategic Committee
4HE 3TRATEGIC #OMMITTEE CONSISTS OF NOT LESS THAN lVE #OMMISSIONERS PLUS THE #HIEF %XECUTIVE WITH
a quorum of three. The Committee Chair and members are usually appointed by the UK Commission
for a period of two years. The Strategic Committee meets four times a year. Duties of the Strategic
Committee are to advise the Commission on the forward strategic work agenda and the preparation of
THE #OMMISSIONS ANNUAL REPORT ON PROGRESS ON EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS IN THE 5+ PUBLISHED FOR THE lRST
time in May 2009 as Ambition 2020 – World Class Skills and Jobs for the UK).
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Systems Review Committee
4HE 3YSTEMS 2EVIEW #OMMITTEE CONSISTS OF NOT LESS THAN lVE #OMMISSIONERS PLUS THE #HIEF %XECUTIVE
with a quorum of three. The Committee Chair and members are appointed for a tenure of two years. There
are also three further co-opted members. The Director of Strategy and Performance attends all meetings.
Other members of the Executive Team attend as required, dependent on items for consideration.
The principal purpose of the Systems Review Committee is to seek to improve the effectiveness of
the employment and skills system through simplifying the processes, rules, delivery approaches,
organisational structures and the customer journeys for employers and individuals.
The Management Committee
4HE -ANAGEMENT #OMMITTEE CONSISTS OF NOT LESS THAN lVE #OMMISSIONERS PLUS THE #HIEF %XECUTIVE WITH
a quorum of three. The Committee Chair and members are normally appointed for a period of two years.
The Management Committee meets up to six times a year. Duties of the Management Committee are to
oversee the normal conduct of the operation of the UK Commission, and to advise the Commission on
the performance of the organisation against its business objectives and the effective management of its
resources. It is also responsible for deciding remuneration policy and changes to senior managers pay
and acts as a nominations committee in respect of committee members and chairs.
Employer Engagement Committee
4HE %MPLOYEE %NGAGEMENT #OMMITTEE CONSISTS OF NOT LESS THAN lVE #OMMISSIONERS PLUS THE #HIEF
Executive, with a quorum of three. The Committee Chair and Members are appointed by the UK
Commission normally for a period of two years. The Director of Employer Engagement attends
all meetings. Other members of the Executive Team attend as required, dependent on items for
consideration. The Employer Engagement Committee meets at least four times a year. The purpose of
the Employer Engagement Committee is to guide the process of funding, performance management and
licensing of the Sector Skills Councils and also to guide the strategy and development of the Investors in
People Framework and Standard and oversee the delivery of IiP services across the UK. The Employer
Engagement Committee has recently been established to replace the Sector Skills Committee and
recognise the fact that the work previously carried out by that Committee has developed to cover the
wider Employer Engagement Agenda.
Going Concern Assessment
4HE $IRECTORS HAVE REVIEWED THE lNANCIAL POSITION AS AT  -ARCH  TO ENSURE THAT THE 5+ #OMMISSION
is a going concern. In the light of the Grant-in-Aid resource budget allocation of £77.3m provided by
Government in the Grant-in-Aid letter for 2010-11, the Directors are comfortable that the UK Commission
REMAINS A GOING CONCERN AND THAT IT WILL HAVE SUFlCIENT CASH TO PAY ITS LIABILITIES AS THEY FALL DUE 7HEREAS
the operating costs in the Net Expenditure Account are recognised on an accruals basis, NDPB’s can
ONLY RECOGNIZE THE ACTUAL AMOUNT OF CASH RECEIVED DURING THE PERIOD IN RESPECT OF 'RANT )N !ID lNANCING
NDPB’s are required by BIS to limit the amount of cash held to 2% of the Grant-In-Aid budget and the
UK Commission had £8.2m of accrued costs as at 31 March 2010. This has resulted in the Statement of
Financial Position showing net liabilities of £6.8m at the end of the year.
Since the grant letter being issued, the Department has advised that an 11 per cent saving on our budget
will be required during 2010-11. We expect to accommodate this reduction whilst still meeting our
liabilities as they fall due. There are uncertainties that could affect funding in the future - additional cuts
for the public sector as a whole were signalled by the Chancellor’s emergency budget on 22 June, and
WE ARE ALSO AWARE THAT THE $EPARTMENT IS RESPONDING TO A #ABINET /FlCE REQUEST TO REVIEW ALONG WITH ALL
$EPARTMENTS ITS !RMS ,ENGTH "ODIES !T THE DATE OF ISSUE OF THIS REPORT HOWEVER WE REMAIN SATISlED THAT
the preparation of accounts on a going concern basis remains appropriate.

Report of the directors
Payments to Creditors
The Commission endeavours to pay suppliers as soon as possible once an invoice or claim is received
AND DELIVERY IS CONlRMED AND WITHIN THE  DAYS REQUIRED OF 'OVERNMENT BODIES /VER THE COURSE OF THE
year, the UK Commission has paid suppliers within 9 days of receipt on average over the year compared
with an average of 19 days in the previous year. On average 2.5% of payments made are over 30 days of
receipt of invoice.
Post Balance Sheet Events
On 1 April 2010, the UK Commission took over the responsibility for the development and promotion of
the Investors In People brand, framework and tools from IiP UK Ltd.
The assets formally owned by IiP UK Ltd have been transferred to the balance sheet of the UK
Commission at their estimated fair value as at 1 April 2010. This has increased the balance sheet value of
the UK Commission by £409k (unaudited).
Auditors
5NDER THE 'OVERNMENT 2ESOURCES AND !CCOUNTS !CT  !UDIT OF .ON PROlT MAKING #OMPANIES /RDER
2009, which came into force on 4 March 2009, the Comptroller and Auditor General is required to audit
the Commission’s accounts for the year ended 31 March 2010.
Sickness absence data
During the year the Commission had 369 days (2009: 617.5 days) of absence from work due to sickness.
Of this, 156.5 days relate to four staff on long-term sick leave during the period. The number of days off
for the remaining staff excluding agency staff, equates to an average of 1.9 days (2009: 2.7 days) sick
leave per staff member.
Reporting of personal data related incidents
4HE TABLES THAT FOLLOW HAVE BEEN PREPARED IN RESPONSE TO #ABINET /FlCE GUIDANCE ON REPORTING PERSONAL
data-related incidents in the management commentary section of departmental resource accounts.
Table 1: Summary of protected personal data-related incidents formally reported to the lead
sponsor department in 2009/10
Date of incident
(month)

Nature of
incident

Nature of data
involved

Number of people
potentially affected

Notiﬁcation
steps

N/A

nil

nil

nil

nil

Further information on information risk
The UK Commission will continue to monitor and assess its information in order to identify and address
any weaknesses and to ensure continuous improvement of its systems.
Incidents deemed by the data controller not to fall within the criteria for needing to be reported to the
)NFORMATION #OMMISSIONERS /FlCE n BUT RECORDED CENTRALLY BY THE 5+ #OMMISSION n ARE SET OUT IN
4ABLE  .OTE THAT SMALL LOCALISED INCIDENTS ARE NOT RECORDED CENTRALLY AND ARE NOT CITED IN THESE lGURES
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Table 2: Summary of other protected personal data-related incidents
Category Nature of incident

Total

I

Loss of inadequately protected electronic equipment, devices or paper
documents from secured government premises.

nil

II

Loss of inadequately protected electronic equipment, devices or paper documents
FROM OUTSIDE SECURED GOVERNMENT PREMISES 5+ #OMMISSION ,ONDON OFlCE
28-30 Grosvenor Gardens, London, SW1W 0TT.

nil

III

Insecure disposal of inadequately protected electronic equipment,
devices or paper documents.

nil

IV

Unauthorised disclosure.

nil

V

Other.

nil

Disabled employees
Applications for employment by disabled persons are given full and fair consideration for all vacancies
in accordance with their particular aptitudes and abilities. In the event of employees becoming disabled,
every effort is made to retain them and adjustments made to work and or facilities where reasonably
practicable and as appropriate in order that their employment with the company can continue.
It is the policy of the UK Commission that training, career development and promotion opportunities
should be available to all employees.
Diversity and equality policy statement
The UK Commission values individual difference and believes that a diversity of backgrounds within the
workforce brings a variety of ideas and experience that create a productive work environment as well as
ensuring that key business objectives are met. As a modern and exemplar employer, the UK Commission
is committed to equality of opportunity in all its employment practices, policies and procedures.
In meeting its commitment to promoting diversity and equality of opportunity, the UK Commission will
combat unlawful and unfair discrimination. Our policy therefore, is that everyone should be treated fairly
and without discrimination in relation to their human rights regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, disability,
sexual orientation, gender reassignment, age, marital status, religion or similar belief, trade union
membership, national or social origin.
Provision of information and consultation with employees
We consider good communication with our employees to be very important and communicate through
regular meetings on an individual, team and company-wide level. In addition there are regular meetings
of the Employee Representative Forum to inform, discuss and, where appropriate, consult on matters
affecting employees. During the year, employees voted for the development of a joint employee
representative-union representative model for future information and consultation. Details of union
recognition are being agreed to be implemented in 2010-11. A performance scorecard has been developed
and is shared with the Senior Leadership Team, and with staff via the Intranet, on a monthly basis.
Corporate Social Responsibility
The UK Commission is committed to meeting or exceeding all legal requirements and ethical standards
and norms while conducting our business; in particular with respect to: supporting our communities
by encouraging and supporting employee participation in the local community and respecting the
environment by reducing its impact through actively seeking to recycle wherever possible and minimise its
travel and use of resources; and working in the public interest to improve employment and skills in the UK.
This is achieved in accordance with our shared values: Inspiration, Integrity, Inclusion and Inﬂuence.

Report of the directors
Financial Review
Incoming resources
4HE 5+ #OMMISSION FOR %MPLOYMENT AND 3KILLS THE 5+ #OMMISSION IS FUNDED BY 'RANT )N !ID lNANCING
from BIS on behalf of all the sponsoring Departments and Devolved Administrations.
At 1 April 2009, the total Grant-In-Aid resource budget allocated for the 12 month period to 31 March
2010 amounted to £89m. During the year the UK Commission was allocated additional funding to support
SPECIlC INITIATIVES WHICH INCREASED THE lNAL 'RANT )N !ID RESOURCE BUDGET TO aM /F THIS  WAS
recurrent funding and 11% time limited project-related funding.
The Grant-In-Aid cash limit for 2009-10 was £92.7m and was fully utilised in the year.
Under the terms of its agreement with BIS, the UK Commission is not allowed to carry forward any
UNUSED 'RANT )N !ID TO THE FOLLOWING YEAR (OWEVER THE DEPARTMENT COMMITS TO PROVIDE SUFlCIENT CASH
to fund the accrued expenditure as the liabilities become due but, in accordance with government
accounting guidance, this commitment is not reﬂected in the accounts.
"ECAUSE 'RANT )N !ID FUNDING IS TREATED AS lNANCING RATHER THAN INCOME IN THE )NCOME AND %XPENDITURE
Account the results for the period show a loss equivalent to the revenue expenditure to be met from
'RANT )N !ID 4HE 'RANT )N !ID lNANCING RECOGNISED IS THE VALUE OF CASH DRAWN DOWN 4HE LOSS
attributed to General Reserves therefore reﬂects the value of accrued expenditure at 31 March 2010
(excluding capital accruals).
With respect to the period ending 31 March 2009, prior to becoming accountable for the NOS levy funds
ON  3EPTEMBER  THE 5+ #OMMISSION WAS ACTING AS AGENT FOR 1UALIlCATIONS #URRICULUM !UTHORITY
1#!  )N ACCORDANCE WITH STANDARD ACCOUNTING PRACTICE THE AGENCY TRANSACTIONS ARE NOT REmECTED IN
THESE ACCOUNTS 7HEN THE ./3 LEVY CEASED TO BE COLLECTABLE ON  3EPTEMBER  1#! TRANSFERRED
THE REMAINING LEVY FUND BALANCE TO THE 5+ #OMMISSION /F THE OVERALL aM TRANSFERRED FROM 1#!
during the period ended 31 March 2009, £3.3m was allocated to fund agency transactions prior to 30
3EPTEMBER AND aM WAS ALLOCATED TO FUTURE lNANCIAL YEARS )N THE YEAR ENDED  -ARCH  aM
WAS RECEIVED FROM 1#!
)N  THE 5+ #OMMISSION RECEIVED aM FROM THE 3COTTISH 1UALIlCATION !UTHORITY AND aM OF
interest from the NOS levy fund.
Application of resources received
The UK Commission’s funding budget is ring-fenced between funding it is allowed to distribute to SSCs
and funding that is used for the UK Commission’s own activities directly. Of the total expenditure incurred
in the year of £89.4m, 82% of total resource received was distributed to SSCs, 8% was used to fund
SPECIlC 5+ #OMMISSION PROGRAMMES AND  WAS USED TO FUND THE ORGANISATIONS RUNNING COSTS
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Sector Skills Council programme activity
The UK Commission has a programme of grants to support the delivery of Sector Skills Councils (SSCs)
and other Sector Skills Bodies. Of the funding the UK Commission receives in the year to support
SSCs, the majority is granted to SSCs as strategic funding to support the cost of their core activity. The
REMAINING FUNDING IS PROVIDED TO SUPPORT DELIVERY OF SPECIlC 1UALIlCATION 2EFORM RELATED PROJECTS IN
BOTH 3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCILS AND 3ECTOR 3KILLS "ODIES !LL GRANT PROGRAMMES HAVE SPECIlC GUIDELINES AND
all applicants are subject to a formal process of assessment and approval. For project-related funded
activity the funding is only paid out on satisfactory evidence of delivery of the milestone in the project
funded contract. Overdue milestones that have yet to be claimed are monitored closely by the UK
Commission Contract Manager and reported on to the Senior Leadership Team and the SSC Committee
on a regular basis. As at year-end there were £4.6m of contracted deliverables with milestone dates
on or before 31 March 2010 yet to be paid compared to £7m of accruals in the prior year. Of this, none
related to contracted milestones outstanding more than 90 days compared to where claims had not yet
been received. This compares to £0.2m at 31 March 2009. The Employer Engagement Committee is
responsible for oversight of the SSC programme budget.
UK Commission programme activity
The budget available for the UK Commission programme activity has been allocated to support the
DELIVERY OF SPECIlC PROJECTS IN LINE WITH THE "USINESS 0LAN PRIORITIES 4HE FORECAST SPEND ON EACH PROJECT
compared to budget is monitored on a regular basis by the Senior Leadership Team and is overseen by
the Management Committee.
Organisational administration activity
9% (2009: 10%) of the Grant-In-Aid was allocated to supporting the internal set up and on-going
running costs of the organisation. This budget is controlled at a departmental level by budget
managers and is monitored on a regular basis by the Senior Leadership Team and is overseen by
the Management Committee.
Balance sheet
All known liabilities have been provided for as at the end of the period where relevant in the balance
sheet, with the exception of any pension liability, which is not recognised in accordance with the
pensions accounting policy.
Outstanding trade creditors and amounts owing to other government bodies at the end of 2009-10
represented the equivalent of approximately 2.5 days of total payments made in the year.
There has been a change in the treatment of Capital Grant-In-Aid in 2009-10 which is now credited to
reserves in the period in which it is received, rather than being credited to deferred income. The accounts
for the prior year have been restated to reﬂect this change. Refer to note 2 to see the effect of this
change in accounting policy.
As at 31 March 2010, the UK Commission is reporting negative reserves of £6.8m (2009: £9.6m). This is
because the UK Commission had accrued £6.8m (2009: £9.6m) of expenditure at the end of the period,
but has recognized the associated Grant-In-Aid funding on a cash basis. This is in line with the standard
ACCOUNTING TREATMENT IN RESPECT TO 'RANT )N !ID lNANCING FOR .$0"S

C Humphries CBE
Chief Executive

29 June 2010
Date
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Management Committee
Remuneration is overseen by the Management Committee whose members during the year were as follows:
Sir Mike Rake
Larry Hirst CBE (Chairman)
Julie Kenny CBE DL
Liz Sayce OBE
Dave Prentis

Senior Leadership Team Remuneration Policy
The Pay strategy is based on remuneration principles which are designed to:
s -AKE SIGNIlCANT CONTRIBUTION TO THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AND SUCCESS OF THE 5+ #OMMISSION
s $EVELOP A CLOSE LINK BETWEEN REWARD AND BUSINESS STRATEGY
s )MPROVE THE RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF HIGH CALIBRE STAFF
s 2EWARD STAFF APPROPRIATELY FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTION
s 0ROVIDE INCENTIVES FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
s !SSIST IN THE IDENTIlCATION OF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
s 0ROVIDE AN AFFORDABLE FRAMEWORK THAT SATISlES THE NEEDS OF THE BUSINESS AND THE REQUIREMENTS
of BIS under the delegated pay guidelines
The Pay strategy for the Senior Leadership team is the same as for all permanent staff with the exception of the Chief
Executive, whose pay arrangements are determined by BIS with the input from the UK Commission Chairman and
Management Committee within the context of government guidance.
The following information is subject to audit.
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Disclosure of Salary and Beneﬁts in kind for the year
ended 31 March 2010 (Audited Information)
Name

2009-10

2008-09

Salary including allowances,
beneﬁts in kind and
performance pay, in pay
bands for the period

Salary including allowances,
beneﬁts in kind and
performance pay, in pay
bands for the period

£000’s

£000’s

Executive Directors
Sir Mike Rake
Chris Humphries CBE

80-85
200-205

115-120
205-2102

Senior Leadership Team
Cay Stratton CBE5
Professor Mike Campbell OBE
Simon Perryman
Jerry Lloyd
Kay Dickinson
Geoff Fieldsend
Michael Davis

40-45
100-105
90-95
85-90
90-95
85-90
85-90

120-125
90-95
85-90
85-90
80-85
80-85
5-103

Non Executive Directors1
4
Liz Sayce OBE
Sarah Anderson CBE6

5-10
0-5

5-10
0-5

1
2

No other Non-Executive Directors received any compensation from the UK Commission.
"ONUSES ARE NOT lNALISED AND PAID UNTIL AFTER THE PERIOD END #ONSEQUENTLY NO BONUSES WERE INCLUDED IN THE
  DISCLOSURES ABOVE THE BONUSES lNALISED AND PAID IN   IN RESPECT OF THE   PERIOD ARE INCLUDED
in the 2009-10 disclosures above. Bonuses in respect of the 2009-10 year have not been agreed and are therefore
not included above.

1

Statutory Directors. Chris Humphries was the only Statutory Director of the Company to receive any
pension entitlements.

2

 lGURES WERE FOR THE  MONTH PERIOD FOR THE #HAIRMAN AND  MONTH PERIOD FOR THE #HIEF %XECUTIVE
Their annual salaries were £90,000 and £167,000 respectively.

3

Michael Davis – Director of Strategy & Performance, started on 1 March 2009.

4

Represents the amount paid to Royal Association for Disability and Rehabilitation (“RADAR”) for making
available her services as a Non-Executive Director to the UK Commission.

5

Cay Stratton CBE left the UK Commission on 10 July 2009.

6

Sarah Anderson CBE left the UK Commission on 10 December 2009.
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Pension entitlements for the year ended 31 March 2010 (Audited Information)
Name

Value as at
31/03/10
of the
Accrued
Pension
and related
lump sum
at pension
age in pay
bands

Real
increase
in period
of pension
and related
lump sum
at pension
age in pay
bands

CETV as at
beginning
of period

Real
CETV as
increase in
at end of
CETV during period
the period
as funded
by employer

Employer
contribution
to
Partnership
Pension
account

£000’s

£000’s

£000’s

£000’s

£000’s

£000’s

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
42

75-802
40-45
25-30
20-25
5-10

2.5-5
0-2.5
0-2.5
2.5-5
0-2.5

318
698
426
289
106

21
38
25
24
29

361
777
481
393
138

–
–
–
–
–

0-5

0-2.5

1

13

17

–

1

Executive Directors
Sir Mike Rake
Chris Humphries CBE
Senior Leadership
Team
Kay Dickinson
Simon Perryman
Geoff Fieldsend
Jerry Lloyd
Professor Mike
Campbell OBE
Michael Davis

1

Statutory Directors. Chris Humphries was the only Statutory Director of the Company to receive any pension entitlement.

2

Figure includes a lump sum of £59,754.
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Unaudited Information
Performance Pay Awards
Staff appraisal interviews take place across the UK Commission to determine the level of achievement against personal
objectives. These take into account the values and behaviours applied in the course of achieving the objectives.
Performance is assessed against the following criteria:
s /UTSTANDING
s 3UPERIOR
s 'OOD
s .EEDS IMPROVEMENT
s .EEDS SIGNIlCANT IMPROVEMENT
The performance of all staff, including Senior Managers, is evaluated through the Individual Performance
and Development (IPaD) framework.
The performance levels awarded will determine the level of pay increase and /or bonus. The Senior Leadership Team
pay awards are agreed by the Management Committee, subject to recommendations from the Chief Executive.
The Chief Executive’s pay award is agreed by BIS on the recommendation of the Management Committee and the
Chairman. If the performance level is assessed as “needs improvement” then no bonus or pay increase is awarded.
Senior Staff Employment Policy
The Senior Leadership Team are normally employed on a permanent contract basis in line with all other employees.
The notice period they are required to serve in the event they wish to leave is six months. The UK Commission has
NO SPECIlC POLICY IN RESPECT OF TERMINATION PAYMENTS FOR SENIOR MANAGERS
Senior Staff Service Contracts
Name
Chris Humphries CBE
Kay Dickinson
Cay Stratton CBE
Geoff Fieldsend
Simon Perryman
Professor Mike Campbell OBE
Jerry Lloyd
Michael Davis

1

Start date of contract
1 January 2008
1 April 20081
1 April 2008
1 April 20081
1 April 20081
1 April 20081
1 April 20081
1 March 2009

End date of contract
31 December 2010
10 July 2009

Contract was transferred from SSDA under a COSOP arrangement on 1 April 2008.

On behalf of the Board

C Humphries CBE
Chief Executive

Sir M Rake
Chairman

29 June 2010
Date

Accounting ofﬁcer’s and
chairman’s statement of
responsibilities
The directors and Chief Executive are responsible for preparing the Annual
Report and the ﬁnancial statements in accordance with applicable law and
regulations.
4HE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS ARE REQUIRED BY LAW BY THE !CCOUNTS $IRECTION AND (- 4REASURY DIRECTIVES
TO GIVE A TRUE AND FAIR VIEW OF THE STATE OF AFFAIRS OF THE COMPANY AND OF THE SURPLUS OR DElCIT OF THE 5+
#OMMISSION FOR THAT PERIOD )N PREPARING THOSE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS THE DIRECTORS ARE REQUIRED TO
s 3ELECT SUITABLE ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND THEN APPLY THEM CONSISTENTLY
s -AKE JUDGMENTS AND ESTIMATES THAT ARE REASONABLE AND PRUDENT
s 3TATE WHETHER GUIDANCE IN THE (- 4REASURY DIRECTIVES AND APPLICABLE 5+ ACCOUNTING STANDARDS HAVE
BEEN FOLLOWED SUBJECT TO ANY MATERIAL DEPARTURES DISCLOSED AND EXPLAINED IN THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS
and
s 0REPARE THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS ON THE GOING CONCERN BASIS UNLESS IT IS INAPPROPRIATE TO PRESUME
that the UK Commission will continue in operation. The directors are responsible for keeping proper
ACCOUNTING RECORDS THAT DISCLOSE WITH REASONABLE ACCURACY AT ANY TIME THE lNANCIAL POSITION OF THE
COMPANY AND ENABLE THEM TO ENSURE THAT THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS COMPLY WITH THE #OMPANIES !CT 
and the Accounts Direction. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the company and
hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
In so far as directors are aware:
s 4HERE IS NO RELEVANT AUDIT INFORMATION OF WHICH THE COMPANYS AUDITORS ARE UNAWARE AND
s 4HE DIRECTORS HAVE TAKEN ALL STEPS THAT THEY OUGHT TO HAVE TAKEN TO MAKE THEMSELVES AWARE OF ANY
relevant audit information and to establish that the auditors are aware of that information.
4HE DIRECTORS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MAINTENANCE AND INTEGRITY OF THE CORPORATE AND lNANCIAL INFORMATION
included on the company’s website. Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and
DISSEMINATION OF lNANCIAL STATEMENTS MAY DIFFER FROM LEGISLATION IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS
On behalf of the Board.

C Humphries CBE
Chief Executive

Sir M Rake
Chairman

29 June 2010
Date
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Accounting ofﬁcer’s
and chairman’s
statement of
responsibilities/
Statement on
internal control

Scope of responsibility
!S !CCOUNTING /FlCER ) HAVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAINTAINING A SOUND SYSTEM OF INTERNAL CONTROL THAT SUPPORTS
the achievement of the UK Commission’s policies, aims and objectives, whilst safeguarding the public funds
and departmental assets for which I am personally responsible, in accordance with the responsibilities
assigned to me in Managing Public Money.
)N ADDITION IN MY CAPACITY AS !CCOUNTING /FlCER AND #HIEF %XECUTIVE ) MEET WITH ALL SPONSORS ON A
quarterly basis where they receive and challenge our quarterly performance reports which include
performance reporting in relation to the UK Commission’s internal controls as well as the UK Commission’s
organisational risk register.
The purpose of the system of internal control
The system of internal control is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level rather than to eliminate
all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can therefore only provide reasonable and
not absolute assurance of effectiveness. The system of internal control is based on an ongoing process
designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of departmental policies, aims and
objectives, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks being realised and the impact should they be realised,
AND TO MANAGE THEM EFlCIENTLY EFFECTIVELY AND ECONOMICALLY 4HIS SYSTEM COVERS BOTH THE RISKS IN RESPECT
of the UK Commission’s delivery as well as the risks in respect of relevant Sector Skills Council delivery.
The system of internal control has been in place in the UK Commission for Employment and Skills for the
year ended 31 March 2010 and up to the date of approval of the annual report and accounts, and accords
with Treasury guidance.
Capacity to handle risk
The UK Commission for Employment and Skills is fully committed to achieving inﬂuence and impact
IN PURSUIT OF ITS GOALS AND MEETING ITS LEGAL lNANCIAL AND OTHER OBLIGATIONS BY MANAGING RISK EFlCIENTLY
and effectively.
The Commission takes the lead in sponsoring and promoting effective risk management by agreeing
the direction of the UK Commission, its focus and by setting out how much risk is acceptable (the ‘risk
appetite’) to guide the Chief Executive and his Directors. The Commission delegates some of this work
to the Management and Audit Committees. The Management Committee reviews and approves the
Risk Management Policy and receives reports on the level of exposure from corporate risks. The Audit
Committee reviews and approves the Risk Management Process Guide and oversees its implementation
with the assistance of internal auditors.
Until February 2010 staff were supported in risk management by the Performance and Risk Panel which
had membership drawn from all Directorates to provide local risk champions. From February 2010 this role
has been taken over by a new Senior Management Board which drives operational management across
the UK Commission in support of the Senior Leadership Team. Assistance and guidance is available from
the Planning and Performance Manager. There is additional support embedded in the Risk Management
Process Guide and accompanying templates which are available to all staff through the intranet.
The Performance and Risk Panel met on a monthly basis to review risks ensuring a consistent approach
across the organisation and appropriate risk escalation; to share learning and good practice; and to make
recommendations on the management of risks to the Senior Leadership Team. Since February 2010 the
3ENIOR -ANAGEMENT "OARD HAS TAKEN OVER THIS ROLE 4HE 0LANNING AND 0ERFORMANCE -ANAGER IS AN AFlLIATE
of the Institute of Risk Management and attends meetings to draw on external good practice. The Risk
Management Policy and Process are reviewed annually and additionally if required to ensure continual
improvement with changes endorsed by the appropriate Committee and disseminated to staff by the
Performance and Risk Panel and via the intranet.

Statement on
internal control
The risk and control framework
)N MANAGING RISK THE 5+ #OMMISSION FOLLOWS BEST PRACTICE IN THE IDENTIlCATION ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL OF
risk in making decisions and in delivering its strategic and business plans. Our Risk Management Policy and
ACCOMPANYING 0ROCESS 'UIDE HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED USING /FlCE OF 'OVERNMENT #OMMERCE GUIDANCE AND
drawing on practical experience from other organisations to provide all staff with a simple and robust means
for identifying, assessing, managing and reviewing risks in a consistent manner across the organisation. The
Policy and Process Guide documents the role and responsibilities of the Commission and its Committees,
Senior Leadership Team, Performance and Risk Panel/ Senior Management Board and staff.
The Risk Management Policy also documents our Risk Appetite which is determined according to
the categorisation of a risk’s impact and gives guidance on the highest level of risk that is acceptable
for that category of impact. This is designed to encourage appropriate, well-managed risk taking to
maximize the effectiveness and impact of the UK Commission and make the most of opportunities to
DELIVER GREATER BENElTS
Risk is embedded in the organisation through the planning and performance reporting processes. Managers
are encouraged to identify and evaluate risks (against criteria given in the Process Guide) through project
initiation, contracting and procurement processes, and then to manage and review risks regularly as the
work progresses. Risks are managed by assigned risk owners initiating appropriate mitigating controls
TO REDUCE THE LIKELIHOOD ANDOR IMPACT OF THE RISK !SSURANCE MEASURES ARE IDENTIlED TO HELP EVALUATE THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CONTROLS AND CONTINGENCY PLANS IDENTIlED IN CASE THE CONTROLS FAIL TO SUFlCIENTLY MITIGATE
THE RISK 2EGULAR REVIEW AND REASSESSMENT ALLOWS THE SUCCESS OF CONTROLS TO BE CONlRMED AND THE EFFECT OF
changing external factors to be considered.
Each Directorate, team and/or project maintains a risk register from which risks are escalated to the
Senior Leadership Team via the monthly performance scorecard report and the Performance and Risk
Panel/ Senior Management Board if they become High or Critical and/or if they exceed their Risk Appetite.
The forward look in the monthly performance report also includes a consideration of the risk to delivery
for each project.
The Employer Engagement Directorate has responsibility for oversight of the performance and funding
of Sector Skills Councils. The Directorate maintains control through regular performance reviews and
RISK BASED HEALTH CHECKS !NY SIGNIlCANT ISSUES OR IMMINENT RISKS IDENTIlED ARE ESCALATED IMMEDIATELY TO
relevant directors and, if appropriate the Employer Engagement Committee, in addition to escalating risks
through the UK Commission’s risk management process.
In addition, we maintain, and keep under monthly review, a Corporate Risk Register containing strategic
AND SIGNIlCANT RISKS IDENTIlED AS AFFECTING THE 5+ #OMMISSION THE ACHIEVEMENT OF ITS OBJECTIVES AND
the delivery of its work programme. The Audit Committee undertakes detailed reviews of the top
Corporate Risks.
Risk status forms a key part of our monthly and quarterly performance reports to the Senior Leadership
Team, Management Committee and to Sponsors.
Risk of fraud
7E DElNE FRAUD TO INCLUDE MISUSE OF EQUIPMENT AND COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 4HE RISK OF FRAUD IS MINIMISED
in accordance with HM Treasury guidance and by implementing a range of internal controls including IT
ACCEPTABLE USAGE POLICY AND lNANCIAL CONTROLS WITH SEGREGATION OF DUTIES SET AUTHORIZATION LIMITS AND
robust contracting and procurement processes. This is supported by the Fraud policy and Fraud response
plan, and backed up by a Whistle blowing policy. The effectiveness of the internal controls are monitored
and regularly reviewed through the Corporate Risk Register and operational (Directorate or team) risk
registers as appropriate.
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Information risks
Risks to information held by the UK Commission are addressed by two approaches – technical and cultural.
Technical controls are used to safeguard information from unauthorised access and from information
systems failure. Information is secured from unauthorised access through a range of security software
AND HARDWARE FEATURES INCLUDING ENCRYPTION SOFTWARE ON LAPTOPS AND ROBUST lREWALL ARRANGEMENTS 4HERE
is a comprehensive security back-up arrangement, which includes daily back-ups sent off site to secure
vaults. Hardware and software maintenance contracts, including disaster recovery services, are used to
mitigate information loss through systems failure with a graded response proportionate to the threat.
The technical measures are supported by cultural controls through the ICT security and acceptable usage
POLICIES 0ROTOCOLS FORBID THE REMOVAL OF ANY PERSONAL INFORMATION FROM THE SERVER AND BRIElNGS HAVE
been held for all staff to ensure that they understand the policies and their responsibilities under the Data
Protection Act. A number of staff have passed accredited courses in Freedom of Information and Data
Protection Act requirements.
Review of effectiveness
!S !CCOUNTING /FlCER ) HAVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR REVIEWING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SYSTEM OF INTERNAL
control. My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by the work of the
internal auditors and the executive managers within the UK Commission who have responsibility for the
development and maintenance of the internal control framework, and comments made by the external
auditors in their management letter and other reports. It is further informed by the Performance and
Risk Panel who have responsibility for the development, maintenance and recommendations regarding
the risk management policy and process, and by the senior management board.
My review of the effectiveness of internal control with respect to Sector Skills Councils is informed by
the Employer Engagement Committee who guide the process of funding, performance management and
licensing of the Sector Skills Councils.
I have been advised on the implications of the result of my review of the effectiveness of the system of
INTERNAL CONTROL BY THE BOARD THE !UDIT #OMMITTEE AND A PLAN TO ADDRESS ANY ISSUES IDENTIlED AND ENSURE
continuous improvement of the internal control environment is in place.
The effectiveness of internal control is monitored and discussed by the senior management board and
senior leadership team through monthly performance reports prepared by the planning and performance
manager. Each quarter a quarterly performance report is prepared for the Management Committee who,
on behalf of the board, oversees the operations of the UK Commission. The performance reports include
the current status of all corporate risks, updates on work to improve management and governance, and
actions arising from internal and external audits. The Management Committee works closely with the Audit
Committee who regularly review all internal and external audit reports and follow-up actions and conduct
IN DEPTH REVIEW OF SPECIlC RISKS
!S !CCOUNTING /FlCER ) HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THAT THERE ARE EFFECTIVE SYSTEMS IN PLACE TO MANAGE
AND MONITOR ALL BUDGETS DELEGATED TO ME ) CAN CONlRM THAT ALL BUDGETS THAT ) AM RESPONSIBLE FOR ARE
MANAGED AND MONITORED IN LINE WITH THE $EPARTMENTS lNANCIAL RULES AND PROCEDURES THAT THERE ARE EFFECTIVE
SYSTEMS IN PLACE TO MANAGE AND MONITOR BUDGETS AND THAT ACCURATE lNANCIAL RECORDS ARE MAINTAINED ) ALSO
CONlRM THAT BUDGETS HAVE BEEN SPENT ON ACHIEVING THE OUTPUTS AND OUTCOMES DETAILED IN OUR GRANT LETTER
On behalf of the Board.

C Humphries CBE
Chief Executive

29 June 2010
Date

The certiﬁcate and report of the Comptroller
and Auditor General to the members of the
UK Commission for Employment and Skills
Registered Company number 6425800
The certiﬁcate and report of the Comptroller and Auditor General to the members of the UK
Commission for Employment and Skills
) CERTIFY THAT ) HAVE AUDITED THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE 5+ #OMMISSION FOR %MPLOYMENT AND 3KILLS
(UKCES) for the year ended 31 March 2010 under the Government Resources and Accounts Act 2000.
These comprise the Net Expenditure Account and the Statement of Financial Position, the Statement
OF #ASH mOWS THE 3TATEMENT OF #HANGES IN 2ESERVES AND THE RELATED NOTES 4HE lNANCIAL REPORTING
framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and International Financial
Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union. I have also audited the information in the
Remuneration Report that is described in that report as having been audited.
Respective responsibilities of directors and auditors
!S EXPLAINED MORE FULLY IN THE !CCOUNTING /FlCERS AND #HAIRMANS 3TATEMENT OF 2ESPONSIBILITIES
THE DIRECTORS AND !CCOUNTING /FlCER ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND FOR BEING SATISlED THAT THEY GIVE A TRUE AND FAIR VIEW /UR RESPONSIBILITY IS TO AUDIT THE lNANCIAL
statements in accordance with applicable law and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland).
Those standards require me and my staff to comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s Ethical
Standards for Auditors.
Scope of the audit of the ﬁnancial statements
!N AUDIT INVOLVES OBTAINING EVIDENCE ABOUT THE AMOUNTS AND DISCLOSURES IN THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS
SUFlCIENT TO GIVE REASONABLE ASSURANCE THAT THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS ARE FREE FROM MATERIAL MISSTATEMENT
whether caused by fraud or error. This includes an assessment of: whether the accounting policies
are appropriate to the company’s circumstances and have been consistently applied and adequately
DISCLOSED THE REASONABLENESS OF SIGNIlCANT ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES MADE BY THE DIRECTORS AND THE OVERALL
PRESENTATION OF THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS
)N ADDITION ) AM REQUIRED TO OBTAIN EVIDENCE SUFlCIENT TO GIVE REASONABLE ASSURANCE THAT THE EXPENDITURE
AND INCOME REPORTED IN THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN APPLIED TO THE PURPOSES INTENDED BY
0ARLIAMENT AND THE lNANCIAL TRANSACTIONS CONFORM TO THE AUTHORITIES WHICH GOVERN THEM
Opinion on Regularity
In my opinion, in all material respects the expenditure and income have been applied to the purposes
INTENDED BY 0ARLIAMENT AND THE lNANCIAL TRANSACTIONS CONFORM TO THE AUTHORITIES WHICH GOVERN THEM
Opinion on Financial Statements
In my opinion:
s THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS GIVE A TRUE AND FAIR VIEW OF THE STATE OF THE COMPANYS AFFAIRS AS AT  -ARCH
2010 and of its net expenditure for the period then ended
s THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN PROPERLY PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH )NTERNATIONAL &INANCIAL
Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union; and
s THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE #OMPANIES !CT 
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Opinion on other matters
In my opinion:
s THE PART OF THE $IRECTORS 2EMUNERATION 2EPORT TO BE AUDITED HAS BEEN PROPERLY PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE
with the Government Financial Reporting Manual; and
s THE INFORMATION GIVEN IN THE $IRECTORS 2EPORT FOR THE lNANCIAL YEAR FOR WHICH THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS ARE
PREPARED IS CONSISTENT WITH THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS
Matters for which I report by exception
I have nothing to report in respect of the following matters which I report to you if, in my opinion:
s ADEQUATE ACCOUNTING RECORDS HAVE NOT BEEN KEPT OR
s THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS ARE NOT IN AGREEMENT WITH THE ACCOUNTING RECORDS OR RETURNS OR
s CERTAIN DISCLOSURES OF DIRECTORS REMUNERATION SPECIlED BY LAW ARE NOT MADE OR
s ) HAVE NOT RECEIVED ALL OF THE INFORMATION AND EXPLANATIONS ) REQUIRE FOR MY AUDIT OR
s THE 3TATEMENT ON )NTERNAL #ONTROL DOES NOT REmECT COMPLIANCE WITH (- 4REASURYS GUIDANCE
Report
) HAVE NO OBSERVATIONS TO MAKE ON THESE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS

Amyas C E Morse
Comptroller and Auditor General
.ATIONAL !UDIT /FlCE
157-197 Buckingham Palace Road
Victoria, London, SW1W 9SP

5 July 2010
Date

Registered Company number 6425800

Net expenditure
account
Note

For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£
£

Expenditure
SSC Funding Costs

6

73,615,674

Delivery Activity Costs

7

6,909,308

6,583,260

8,14

6,004,869

6,102,484

Organisation Costs – Non Pay

10

2,592,058

2,719,659

Depreciation and amortisation

9

259,312

Organisation Costs – Pay

74,532,662

137,531
(89,381,221)

(90,075,596)

4

–

204,680

3, 11

(89,381,221)

(89,870,916)
112,218

Income
Other grants and income

Net expenditure
Interest receivable

13

991

Taxation

12

7,695

(31,421)

Notional cost of capital

15

294,427

168,872

(89,078,108)

(89,621,247)

Net expenditure after interest,
taxation and cost of capital

All operations were continuing.
4HE ACCOMPANYING ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND NOTES FORM AN INTEGRAL PART OF THESE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Net expenditure
account/Statement
of ﬁnancial position
Registered Company number 6425800

Statement of
ﬁnancial position
As at
31 March 2010
Note

£

Property, plant and equipment

16

685,539

Intangible assets
Total non-current assets

16

93,353

£

As at
31 March 2009
£

£

Non-current assets
622,202
34,096
778,892

656,298

Current assets
Trade and other receivables

17

Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets

261,854

683,813

332,456

Total assets

82,612
594,310

766,425

1,373,202

1,422,723

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

18

(8,215,005)

Other liabilities – corporation taxation
Total current liabilities

19

(277)

(10 ,958,533)
(31,421)
(8,215,282)

(10,989,954)

Assets less liabilities

(6,842,080)

(9,567,231)

General reserves

(6,842,080)

(9,567,231)

4HE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS WERE APPROVED THE "OARD OF $IRECTORS ON  *UNE 

C Humphries CBE
Chief Executive

Sir Mike Rake
Chairman

4HE ACCOMPANYING ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND NOTES FORM AN INTEGRAL PART OF THESE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS

Registered Company number 6425800

Statement
of cash ﬂows
Note
Net cash outﬂow from
operating activities

21

Capital expenditure
Purchase of tangible ﬁxed assets
Purchase of intangible assets

Increase in cash and
cash equivalents

£

(91,789,811)

(292,587)
(89,319)

Net cash outﬂow from
capital expenditure
Financing
Receipt of Grant-In-Aid funding
QCA receipt from prior year
Interest Received

£

For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

(85,722,130)

(428,731)
(10,296)

(381,906)

(439,027)

5

92,674,972
(254,402)
991

86,131,551
–
112,218

22, 23

249,844

82,612

4HE ACCOMPANYING ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND NOTES FORM AN INTEGRAL PART OF THESE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Statement of cash
ﬂows/Statement of
changes in reserves
Registered Company number 6425800

Statement of
changes in reserves

Note

For the
12 months to
31 March 2010

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009

General Reserves

General Reserves

£

£

At start of period

£
(9,567,231)

£
–

Changes in reserves in the period
Net Expenditure after interest,
taxation and cost of capital
Non-cash charges – reversal
of cost of capital credit

15

Total recognised income
and expense in the period
'RANT )N !ID lNANCING
At end of period

5

(89,078,108)

(89,621,247)

(294,427)

(168,872)

(89,372,535)

(89,790,119)

92,097,686

80,222,888

(6,842,080)

(9,567,231)

4HE ACCOMPANYING ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND NOTES FORM AN INTEGRAL PART OF THESE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS

Notes to the
accounts
1. Accounting Policies
Basis of preparation
4HE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH )NTERNATIONAL &INANCIAL 2EPORTING
Standards (IFRS) adopted by the European Union.
The UK Commission is a Non Departmental Public Body (NDPB) incorporated as a company. To comply
WITH STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS THESE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS HAVE ALSO BEEN PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
Companies Act 2006 and follow the principles in the Government Financial Reporting Manual (FReM)
as issued by Her Majesty’s Treasury (HMT) where these do not conﬂict with the Companies Act and the
requirements of IFRS adopted by the EU.
3O FAR AS APPROPRIATE THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS MEET THE REQUIREMENTS STIPULATED BY THE !CCOUNTS
Direction from the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) which is the UK Commission’s
lead Sponsoring Department.
The accounting policies contained in the FReM apply International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
as adapted or interpreted for the public sector context. Where the FReM permits a choice of accounting
policy, the accounting policy which is judged to be most appropriate to the particular circumstances
of the UK Commission for the purpose of giving a true and fair view has been selected. The particular
accounting policies adopted are described below. They have been consistently applied in dealing with
items considered material in relation to the accounts.
Accounting Convention
4HESE ACCOUNTS HAVE BEEN PREPARED UNDER THE HISTORICAL COST CONVENTION MODIlED TO ACCOUNT FOR THE
revaluation of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment as applicable.
First Time Adoption
4HIS REPRESENTS THE #OMMISSIONS lRST APPLICATION OF )&23 AND THE WHOLE PERIOD IS PRESENTED IN
accordance with those IFRS and IFRIC interpretations issued and effective, or issued and early-adopted,
as at 31 March 2010.
The date of transition to IFRS is 13 November 2007 which was also the date the UK Commission was
incorporated. As a result the UK Commission had no opening balances at 13 November 2007 and
therefore no restatement at that date.
4HE 5+ #OMMISSION PREVIOUSLY PREPARED AND PUBLISHED ITS ANNUAL lNANCIAL STATEMENTS TO  -ARCH 
under UK Generally Accepted Accounting (UK GAAP) as contained in FReM. The disclosures required by
IFRS 1 ‘First time adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards’ concerning the transition from
UK GAAP to IFRS are given in note 2.
The adoption of International Financial Reporting and Accounting Standards has resulted in some
changes to the UK Commission’s accounting policies, as stated in note 2 below.
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Going concern
The accounts have been prepared on the going concern basis, which assumes that the UK Commission’s
activities will continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future. The validity of this assumption
is dependent upon the continuation of support from the UK Commission’s funder and in response to
THE PROGRESS MADE BY THE #OMMISSION IN OBTAINING FUTURE FUNDING CONlRMATION )N THE LIGHT OF THE 'RANT
in-Aid resource budget allocation provided by Government in the Grant-in-Aid letter for 2010-11, the
$IRECTORS ARE COMFORTABLE THAT IT WILL HAVE SUFlCIENT CASH TO PAY ITS LIABILITIES AS THEY FALL DUE
Since the grant letter being issued, the Department has advised that an 11 per cent saving on our
budget will be required during 2010-11. We expect to accommodate this reduction whilst still meeting
our liabilities as they fall due.
Segmental reporting
The UK Commission’s expenditure is analysed, at the highest level of reporting, by segments whose
operating results are presented to and reviewed by the Senior Leadership Team (SLT) on a quarterly basis
AND THE 3ENIOR -ANAGEMENT "OARD 3-" ON A MONTHLY BASIS TO ASSESS lNANCIAL PERFORMANCE AND MAKE
decisions about resource allocation. The expenditure segments were chosen for regular management
review on the basis of the Grant-in-Aid expenditure allocation laid out in the UK Commission’s Grant-inAid letter. The funding budget is ring-fenced between funding for distribution to Sector Skills Councils, the
UK Commission’s own projects, and organisational running costs.
Income
The element of Grant-In-Aid to fund revenue expenditure is received by the UK Commission from its lead
sponsoring department, the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS), and has been treated
AS lNANCING AS IT IS A GOVERNMENT CONTRIBUTION FROM THE ORGANISATIONS CONTROLLING PARTY GIVING RISE TO A
lNANCIAL INTEREST )T IS CREDITED TO GENERAL RESERVES IN THE PERIOD IN WHICH IT IS RECEIVED 4HE ELEMENT OF
Grant-In-Aid and grants relating to capital expenditure is also credited to general reserves in the period in
which it is received in accordance with IAS 20 Government Grants.
Any Grant-In-Aid and grants received in respect of future periods are credited to and included within
deferred income.
Grant-In-Aid funding that is anticipated in respect of expenses incurred in the period over and above
INCOME ALREADY DRAWN IS NOT ACCRUED FOR (OWEVER ")3 IS COMMITTED TO PROVIDING SUFlCIENT CASH TO FUND
the accrued expenditure as the liabilities fall due.
Non Grant-In-Aid funding received, including the National Occupational Standard funding received from
THE 3COTTISH 1UALIlCATION !UTHORITY IS CREDITED TO INCOME IN THE PERIOD TO WHICH IT RELATES
Cost recognition
Costs are recognised in the Net Expenditure Account on the earlier of the date of payment and the
contractual delivery date. This policy is applied on a consistent basis for all expenditure including grant
expenditure.

Notes to the
accounts
1. Accounting Policies (continued)
National Occupational Standards (NOS) Levy Income
0RIOR TO  3EPTEMBER  THE 5+ #OMMISSION ACTED AS AGENT FOR THE 1UALIlCATIONS AND #URRICULUM
!UTHORITY 1#! IN ADMINISTERING THE DISTRIBUTION OF ./3 ,EVY AND RELATED FUNDS !S A RESULT UP TO
that date, the funds received and paid are not reﬂected in the Net Expenditure Account. From 30
3EPTEMBER  THE !CCOUNTING /FlCER RESPONSIBILITY IN RESPECT OF THE ./3 ,EVY TRANSFERRED FROM
1#! TO THE 5+ #OMMISSION AND TRANSACTIONS HAVE BEEN REmECTED IN THE .ET %XPENDITURE !CCOUNT
from this point onwards.
4HE FUNDING RECEIVED FROM THIS DATE HAS BEEN ACCOUNTED FOR AS lNANCING IN THE SAME WAY AS 'RANT )N
Aid, on the advice of BIS (formally DIUS).
Foreign currency translation
(a) Functional and presentation currency
4HE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS ARE PRESENTED IN POUNDS STERLING BECAUSE THAT IS THE CURRENCY OF THE PRIMARY
economic environment in which the UK Commission operates.
(b) Transactions and balances
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated into sterling at rates of
EXCHANGE RULING AT THE STATEMENT OF lNANCIAL POSITION DATE
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into sterling at the exchange rate on the date of
the transaction.
Exchange gains and losses arising at the point of payment are recognised in the Net
Expenditure Account.
Taxation
The UK Commission pays tax on interest received.
Value Added Tax
At 31 March 2010, the UK Commission was not registered for VAT purposes. VAT is charged to the
RELEVANT EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT OR INCLUDED IN THE CAPITALISED COST OF lXED ASSETS
Leases
,EASES ARE CLASSIlED AS lNANCE LEASES WHENEVER THE TERMS OF THE LEASE INVOLVE THE SUBSTANTIAL TRANSFER OF
THE RISKS AND REWARDS OF OWNERSHIP TO THE LESSEE !LL OTHER LEASES ARE CLASSIlED AS OPERATING LEASES
The total payments made under operating leases are charged to the Net Expenditure Account on a
straight-line basis over the period of the lease. When an operating lease is terminated before the lease
period has expired, any payment required to be made to the lessor by way of penalty is recognised as an
expense in the period in which termination takes place.
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7HERE PROPERTY PLANT AND EQUIPMENT HAVE BEEN lNANCED BY LEASE AGREEMENTS UNDER WHICH SUBSTANTIALLY
all the risks and rewards of ownership are transferred to the UK Commission, they are treated as if they
HAVE BEEN PURCHASED OUTRIGHT AND CLASSIlED AS lNANCE LEASES &INANCE LEASES ARE CAPITALISED AT THE
commencement of the lease at the lower of the present value of the minimum lease payments or the fair
value of the leased asset. Finance charges payable are recognised over the period of the lease based on
the interest rate implicit in the lease to give a consistent periodic rate of return.
Intangible assets
#OMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT IS NOT INTEGRAL TO AN ITEM OF PROPERTY PLANT OR EQUIPMENT IS CLASSIlED AS AN
INTANGIBLE ASSET AND CARRIED AT FAIR VALUE AFTER INITIAL RECOGNITION AT COST WHERE SIGNIlCANTLY DIFFERENT TO
depreciated historical cost.
Computer software assets are amortised over their estimated useful lives of three years.
Depreciated replacement cost is used as a proxy for fair value.
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset, as
appropriate, only when it is probable that future service potential associated with the item will ﬂow to the
UK Commission and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. All other repairs and maintenance are
CHARGED TO THE .ET %XPENDITURE !CCOUNT DURING THE lNANCIAL PERIOD IN WHICH THEY ARE INCURRED
Any surplus arising on revaluation is recognised directly in a revaluation reserve within equity, except to
THE EXTENT THAT THE SURPLUS REVERSES A PREVIOUS REVALUATION DElCIT ON THE SAME ASSET RECOGNISED IN THE .ET
Expenditure Account, in which case the credit is to the Net Expenditure Account.
The depreciable amount of a revalued asset is based on its revalued amount. The revaluation surplus is
not transferred to General Reserves until the asset’s ultimate disposal.
The gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of an asset is determined as the difference between
the sale proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and is recognised in the Net Expenditure
Account.
%XPENDITURE ON THE ACQUISITION OF INTANGIBLE lXED ASSETS IS CAPITALISED WHERE THESE COSTS EXCEED a 
or where an asset forms part of a larger group that in total is more than £1,000.

Notes to the
accounts
1. Accounting Policies (continued)
Property, Plant and Equipment
Property, plant and equipment held for use in the production or supply of services, or for administrative
PURPOSES IS CARRIED AT FAIR VALUE AFTER INITIAL RECOGNITION AT COST WHERE SIGNIlCANTLY DIFFERENT TO
depreciated historical cost.
Depreciated replacement cost is used as a proxy for fair value.
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset, as
appropriate, only when it is probable that future service potential associated with the item will ﬂow to the
UK Commission and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. All other repairs and maintenance are
CHARGED TO THE .ET %XPENDITURE !CCOUNT DURING THE lNANCIAL PERIOD IN WHICH THEY ARE INCURRED
Any surplus arising on revaluation is recognised directly in a revaluation reserve within equity, except to
THE EXTENT THAT THE SURPLUS REVERSES A PREVIOUS REVALUATION DElCIT ON THE SAME ASSET RECOGNISED IN THE .ET
Expenditure Account, in which case the credit is to the Net Expenditure Account.
The depreciable amount of a revalued asset is based on its revalued amount. The revaluation surplus is
not transferred to General Reserves until the asset’s ultimate disposal.
Depreciation is charged so as to write off the cost or valuation of assets over their estimated useful lives,
using the straight line method, on the following basis:
Improvements to leasehold property
Information technology
&URNITURE AND lTTINGS
Equipment

Over the period of the lease
3 years
 YEARS
5 years

The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each Statement
of Financial Position date. Assets that are subject to depreciation are reviewed at each reporting date
to assess whether there is any indication that an asset may be impaired. An asset’s carrying amount is
written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the carrying amount is greater than its estimated
recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of the asset’s fair value (less costs to sell) and
value in use.
Assets in the course of construction are carried at cost less any recognised impairment loss. Cost
includes professional fees which are capitalised in accordance with the UK Commission’s accounting
policy. Depreciation of these assets commences when the assets are ready for their intended use.
The gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of an asset is determined as the difference between
the sale proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and is recognised in the Net Expenditure
Account.
Expenditure on the acquisition of property, plant and equipment is capitalised where these costs exceed
£1,000 or where an asset forms part of a larger group that in total is more than £1,000.
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Impairment of non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets are reviewed for impairment whenever events or
changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss
is recognised for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The
recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use.
The UK Commission’s non-current assets are non-cash-generating and ‘value in use’ is deemed to be the
present value of the asset’s remaining service potential, which can be assumed to be at least equal to the
cost of replacing that service potential.
Contributions to pension fund
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme
WHICH ARE DESCRIBED IN .OTE  4HE DElNED BENElT ELEMENT OF THE SCHEME IS UNFUNDED AND IS NON
contributory. The UK Commission recognises the expected cost of this element on a systematic and
RATIONAL BASIS OVER THE PERIOD DURING WHICH IT BENElTS FROM EMPLOYEES SERVICES BY PAYMENT TO THE
Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme (PCSPS) of amounts calculated on an accruing basis. Liability for
PAYMENT OF FUTURE BENElTS IS A CHARGE ON THE 0#303
In addition there are also contributions to partnership pension plans in respect of two employees.
The costs of all employer pension contributions are charged to the Net Expenditure Account
when incurred.
Cost of capital
In accordance with FReM, which requires NDPBs to disclose the full cost of their activities, a non cash
capital charge or credit, reﬂecting the cost of capital, is included in the Net Expenditure Account. The
charge or credit is calculated at the Government’s standard rate of 3.5 per cent in real terms on total
assets and liabilities and excludes the Paymaster General cash balance from the equation.
Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the UK Commission has a present legal or constructive obligation as a
result of past events, it is probable that an outﬂow of resources will be required to settle the obligation,
and a reliable estimate of the amount can be made. Provisions are measured at the Directors’ best
estimate of the expenditure required to settle the obligation at the Statement of Financial Position date,
and are discounted to present value where the effect is material using a pre-tax discount rate. The
AMORTISATION OF THE DISCOUNT IS RECOGNISED AS A lNANCE COST
Financial instruments
&INANCIAL ASSETS AND lNANCIAL LIABILITIES ARE RECOGNISED IN THE 5+ #OMMISSIONS 3TATEMENT OF &INANCIAL
0OSITION WHEN THE 5+ #OMMISSION BECOMES A PARTY TO THE CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS OF A lNANCIAL
instrument.
Financial assets
&INANCIAL ASSETS HELD BY THE 5+ #OMMISSION ARE CLASSIlED AS LOANS AND RECEIVABLES AT AMORTISED COST
4HE CLASSIlCATION DEPENDS ON THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE lNANCIAL ASSETS AND IS DETERMINED AT THE
time of initial recognition.

Notes to the
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1. Accounting Policies (continued)
Loans and receivables
,OANS AND RECEIVABLES ARE NON DERIVATIVE lNANCIAL ASSETS WITH lXED OR DETERMINABLE PAYMENTS THAT ARE
not quoted in an active market. They are included in current assets, except for maturities greater than 12
MONTHS AFTER THE 3TATEMENT OF &INANCIAL 0OSITION DATE 4HESE ARE CLASSIlED AS NON CURRENT ASSETS
Loans and receivables are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any
impairment. Interest income is recognised by applying the effective interest rate, except for short term
receivables when the recognition of interest would be immaterial.
The UK Commission’s loans and receivables comprise ‘other receivables’ and ‘cash and cash
equivalents’ in the Statement of Financial Position.
Prepayments and other receivables held by the UK Commission as at 31 March 2010 are stated at cost
less allowances made for doubtful receivables, where applicable, which approximates fair value given the
short dated nature of these assets.
A provision for impairment of other receivables (allowance for doubtful receivables) is established when
there is objective evidence that the UK Commission will not be able to collect all amounts due according
to the original terms of the receivable.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash in hand and deposits held at call with HM Paymaster General.
Impairment of ﬁnancial assets
Financial assets are assessed for indicators of impairment at each Statement of Financial Position date.
Financial assets are impaired where there is evidence that, as a result of one or more events that occurred
AFTER THE INITIAL RECOGNITION OF THE lNANCIAL ASSET THE ESTIMATED FUTURE CASH mOWS OF THE INVESTMENT HAVE
BEEN IMPACTED 4HE CARRYING AMOUNT OF THE lNANCIAL ASSET IS REDUCED BY THE IMPAIRMENT LOSS DIRECTLY FOR
ALL lNANCIAL ASSETS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF TRADE RECEIVABLES WHERE THE CARRYING AMOUNT IS REDUCED THROUGH
the use of an allowance account. When a trade receivable is considered uncollectible, it is written off
against the allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off are credited
against the allowance account. Changes in the carrying amount of the allowance account are recognised
in the Net Expenditure Account. If in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases
and the decrease can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised,
the previously recognised impairment loss is reversed through the Net Expenditure Account to the extent
that the carrying amount of the investment at the date the impairment is reversed and does not exceed
what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment not been recognised.
Derecognition of ﬁnancial assets
4HE 5+ #OMMISSION DERECOGNISES A lNANCIAL ASSET ONLY WHEN THE CONTRACTUAL RIGHTS TO THE CASH mOWS
FROM THE ASSET EXPIRE OR IT TRANSFERS THE lNANCIAL ASSET AND SUBSTANTIALLY ALL THE RISKS AND REWARDS OF
ownership of the asset to another entity.
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Financial liabilities
&INANCIAL LIABILITIES HELD BY THE 5+ #OMMISSION ARE CLASSIlED AS lNANCIAL LIABILITIES MEASURED AT AMORTISED
cost.
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost are initially measured at fair value, net of transaction
costs, and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
4HE 5+ #OMMISSIONS lNANCIAL LIABILITIES COMPRISE TRADE PAYABLES OTHER PAYABLES ACCRUALS AND
deferred income.
!LL lNANCIAL LIABILITIES HELD BY THE 5+ #OMMISSION AS AT  -ARCH  ARE SHORT TERM IN NATURE AND ARE
HELD AT COST 4HE $IRECTORS CONSIDER THE CARRYING VALUE OF THESE lNANCIAL LIABILITIES TO BE A REASONABLE
approximation of their fair value.
Derecognition of ﬁnancial liabilities
4HE 5+ #OMMISSION DERECOGNISES lNANCIAL LIABILITIES WHEN AND ONLY WHEN THE 5+ #OMMISSIONS
obligations are discharged, cancelled or they expire.
Period Covered By Financial Statements
This set of accounts covers the twelve months period to 31 March 2010.
Key accounting estimates and judgements
4HE PREPARATION OF lNANCIAL STATEMENTS REQUIRES MANAGEMENT TO MAKE JUDGEMENTS ESTIMATES AND
assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of assets and liabilities, income
and expenses. These estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience and
various other factors believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. Actual results could differ
from these estimates. These underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to
accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects
only that period, or in the period of the revision and future periods if these are also affected. Management
HAS MADE ESTIMATES AND ASSUMPTIONS IN THESE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS IN THE AREAS DESCRIBED BELOW
s DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE INCURRED ON THE 4ALENT-AP PROGRAMME HAS BEEN CHARGED TO THE .ET
%XPENDITURE !CCOUNT RATHER THAN BEING CAPITALISED BECAUSE IT DOES NOT FULlL 3)# S ASSET RECOGNITION
CRITERIA 3PECIlCALLY 4ALENT-AP DOES NOT FACILITATE ONLINE APPLICATIONS AND FALLS SHORT IN THE INTERACTIVE
public service test of SIC 32 Intangible Assets – Web Site Costs
s THE USEFUL LIVES AND EXPECTED PATTERN OF CONSUMPTION OF THE FUTURE SERVICE POTENTIAL EMBODIED IN NON
current assets
s THE FAIR VALUE OF NON CURRENT ASSETS AND
s THE FAIR VALUE OF lNANCIAL ASSETS AND lNANCIAL LIABILITIES
.ONE OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED ESTIMATES HAVE A SIGNIlCANT RISK OF CAUSING A MATERIAL ADJUSTMENT TO THE
CARRYING AMOUNTS OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES WITHIN THE NEXT lNANCIAL YEAR

Notes to the
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1. Accounting Policies (continued)
New standards, amendments and interpretations not yet effective
(a) The following Standards have been adopted early by the UK Commission:
s )&23 @/PERATING 3EGMENTS n !MENDMENT 4HE AMENDMENT CLARIlES THAT SEGMENTAL INFORMATION FOR
total assets is required only if such amounts are regularly reported to the chief operating decision maker.
The amendment is effective for period commencing on or after 1 January 2010.
s )!3 @3TATEMENT OF #ASH mOWS n !MENDMENT 4HE AMENDMENT CLARIlES THAT ONLY EXPENDITURE THAT
results in the recognition of an asset (rather than simply to generate future income and cash ﬂows)
CAN BE CLASSIlED AS A CASH mOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 4HE AMENDMENT IS EFFECTIVE FOR PERIOD
commencing on or after 1 January 2010.
(b) The following standards were in issue but not yet effective and have not been adopted in these
lNANCIAL STATEMENTS
s L!3  @2ELATED 0ARTY $ISCLOSURES  2EVISION 4HIS REVISION SIMPLIlES AND CLARIlES THE DElNITION OF
a related party, and provides government-related entities with partial exemption and is effective for
periods commencing on or after 1 January 2011. The Directors do not believe this revision will have a
SIGNIlCANT IMPACT ON THE 5+ #OMMISSION
s &2E- #HAPTER  @)NCOME AND %XPENDITURE 4HE REMOVAL OF #OST OF #APITAL CHARGING FROM THE ACCOUNTS
and is effective for periods commencing on or after 1 April 2010. The impact this will have on the UK
Commission will be to no longer calculate and declare the cost of capital charge. The Directors do not
BELIEVE THIS REVISION WILL HAVE A SIGNIlCANT IMPACT ON THE 5+ #OMMISSION
Other new standards will not be adopted as they will not have an expected material impact on the
lNANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE 5+ #OMMISSION

2. First Time Adoption of IFRS
Explanation of transition to IFRS
4HIS IS THE lRST TIME THAT THE 5+ #OMMISSION HAS PRESENTED ITS lNANCIAL STATEMENTS UNDER )&23 4HE
following disclosures are required in the year of transition in accordance with IFRS 1. The previous
annual report for the seventeen months ended 31 March 2009 was prepared under UK GAAP. As such
reconciliations from UK GAAP to IFRS for the Statement of Financial Position and Net Expenditure
Account to 31 March 2009 are provided below.
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Reconciliation of the Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2009
UK GAAP
(as previously
stated)
£

Effect of
change
to GAAP1
£

UK GAAP
(restated)
£

Effect of
change
to IFRS
£

IFRS

£

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

622,202

622,202

622,202

34,096

34,096

34,096

656,298

656,298

656,298

Trade and other receivables

683,813

683,813

683,813

Cash and cash equivalents

82,612

82,612

82,612

766,425

766,425

766,425

1,422,723

1,422,723

1,422,723

Intangible assets
Total non-current assets

Current assets

Total current assets

Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Other liabilities – corporation taxation
Total current liabilities

(11,128,262)

220,010

(31,421)

(10,908,252)

(50,281)

(31,421)

(10,958,533)
(31,421)

(11,159,683)

220,010

(10,939,673)

(50,281)

(10,989,954)

(9,736,960)

220,010

(9,516,950)

(50,281)

(9,567,231)

(436,288)

436,288

-

-

-

(436,288)

436,288

(9,516,950)

(50,281)

(9,567,231)

Assets less liabilities

(10,173,248)

656,298

(9,516,950)

(50,281)

(9,567,231)

General reserves

(10,173,248)

656,2981

(9,516,950)

(50,281)2

(9,567,231)

Non-current assets less net
current liabilities

Non-current liabilities
Other payables: amounts falling due
after one year
Total non-current liabilities

1

The £656,298 relates to the change in accounting policy in respect of Capital Grant-In-Aid.

2

4HE a  RELATES TO UNTAKEN LEAVE AS AT  -ARCH  5NDER )!3  %MPLOYEE "ENElTS COST OF LEAVE TO WHICH EMPLOYEES ARE ENTITLED TO BUT HAVE NOT
yet taken as at the end of the reporting period, should be accrued for. Previously under UK GAAP cost of such leave was not recognised as a liability on the
lNANCIAL STATEMENTS
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2. First Time Adoption of IFRS (continued)
Reconciliation of the Net Expenditure Account for the period to 31 March 2009
UK GAAP
(as previously
stated)
£

Effect of
change
to GAAP1
£

UK GAAP
(restated)
£

Effect of
change
to IFRS
£

IFRS

£

Expenditure
SSC Funding Costs
Delivery Activity Costs

74,532,662

74,532,662

6,583,260

6,583,260

Organisation Costs – Pay

6,052,203

Organisation Costs – Non Pay

2,719,659

Depreciation and amortisation

89,887,784

6,052,203

74,532,662
6,583,260
50,281

2

6,102,484

2,719,659
1

137,531

137,531

90,025,315

137,531

2,719,659
137,531
50,281

90,075,596

Income
Other grants and income

Net expenditure

204,680

(89,683,104)

Interest received

112,218

Taxation

(31,421)

Notional cost of capital

Net expenditure after interest,
taxation and cost of capital

185,890

(89,416,417)

204,680

(137,531)

(89,820,635)

204,680

(50,281)

(89,870,916)

112,218

112,218

(31,421)
3

174,405

(149,016)

(89,565,433)

(11,485)

(31,421)
3

168,872

(55,814)

(89,621,247)

(5,533)

4HERE ARE NO CHANGES TO THE lGURES REPORTED IN THE 3TATEMENT OF #ASH mOWS AS A RESULT OF THE TRANSITION FROM 5+ '!!0 TO )&23 SO NO RECONCILIATION IS SHOWN
here.
1

The £137,531 relates to the removal of the amortisation credit for deferred income following the change in accounting policy in respect of
Capital Grant-In-Aid.

2

4HE a  RELATES TO UNTAKEN LEAVE AS AT  -ARCH  5NDER )!3  %MPLOYEE "ENElTS COST OF LEAVE TO WHICH EMPLOYEES ARE ENTITLED TO BUT HAVE NOT
yet taken as at the end of the reporting period, should be accrued for. Previously under UK GAAP the cost of such leave was not recognised as a liability on
THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS

3

The £11,485 and £5,533 relates to a reduction in the notional cost of capital credit due to the above changes.
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3. Analysis of Net Expenditure by Segment
As a NDPB with no material funding apart from the Grant-in-aid provided by Sponsors, the focus for the
UK Commission is on working within the available Grant-in-Aid provided and extracting maximum value
for money from programmes undertaken. Hence the primary focus of the UK Commission’s Management
is on controlling expenditure within budget as opposed to emphasis on revenue streams.
The UK Commission’s expenditure is analysed, at the highest level of reporting, by segments whose
operating results are regularly reviewed by the Senior Leadership Team (SLT) and the Senior Management
"OARD 3-" TO ASSESS lNANCIAL PERFORMANCE AND MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT RESOURCE ALLOCATION
The Senior Leadership Team is the primary chief operating decision maker for the UK Commission and
is supported on an operational level by the Senior Management Board. The Commissioners, through the
Management Committee, have oversight of decisions made by the Senior Leadership Team.
The segments shown below are based on the highest level of breakdown shown in the UK Commission’s
Finance Report which is presented to and reviewed by the Senior Leadership Team and the Senior
Management Board on a monthly basis and to the UK Commission’s sponsor Departments and
Management Committee on a quarterly basis.
The expenditure segments shown below were chosen for regular management review on the basis of
the Grant-in-Aid expenditure allocation laid out in the UK Commission’s Grant-in-Aid letter. The funding
budget is ring-fenced between funding for distribution to Sector Skills Councils, the UK Commission’s
OWN PROJECTS AND ORGANISATIONAL RUNNING COSTS 4HE ELEMENTS OF THE RECONCILIATIONS ARE DElNED AS FOLLOWS
s 4HE 5+#%3 0ROGRAMME !CTIVITY SEGMENT REPRESENTS THE COSTS OF PROJECTS CARRIED OUT BY THE VARIOUS
directorates within the UK Commission to support the priorities contained in the Grant-in-Aid letter and
the UK Commission’s business plan. This activity excludes funding provided to Sector Skills Councils
and Standard setting bodies.
s 4HE 33# 0ROGRAMME !CTIVITY SEGMENT REPRESENTS THE FUNDING GRANTED TO 3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCILS AND
other standard setting bodies to support the delivery of UK Commission priorities. The majority of the
funding is provided as strategic funding to help support the cost of their core activity as Sector Skills
#OUNCILS 4HE REMAINING FUNDING IS PROVIDED TO MAINLY SUPPORT DELIVERY OF SPECIlC 1UALIlCATION 2EFORM
related projects in both Sector Skills Councils and Standard setting bodies. All grant programmes have
SPECIlC GUIDELINES AND ALL APPLICANTS ARE SUBJECT TO A FORMAL PROCESS OF ASSESSMENT AND APPROVAL
s 4HE /RGANISATIONAL !DMINISTRATION ACTIVITY IS THE COST OF RUNNING THE 5+ #OMMISSION AND INCLUDES STAFF
salary costs and associated staff related costs as well as organisational systems, administration and
control cost.
s #APITAL %XPENDITURE REPRESENTS FUNDS ALLOCATED TO NON CURRENT ASSET EXPENDITURE FOR THE PERIOD TO
31 March 2010.
s $EPRECIATION AND &INANCE 4HIS SEGMENT COMPRISES THE DEPRECIATION CHARGE FOR THE YEAR AND
lNANCE CHARGES
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3. Analysis of Net Expenditure by Segment (continued)
For the year ended 31 March 2010
Reconciliation of Operational and Capital expenditure in the 2009/10 Finance Report to the
Net Expenditure Account:
£000’s

Expenditure/
Cap Ex per the
2009/10 Finance
Report
Less: Adjusting
items
Net Expenditure
per the Net
Expenditure
Account

UKCES
Programme
activity

SSC
Programmes
Activity

Organisational
administration
activity

Capital
Expenditure

Depreciation
& Financing

Total

6,909

73,616

8,605

382

172

89,684

-

-

(8)

(382)

87

(303)

6,909

73,616

8,597

–

259

89,381

For the seventeen months to 31 March 2009
Reconciliation of Operational and Capital expenditure in the 2008/9 Finance Report to the
Net Expenditure Account:
£000’s

Expenditure/
Cap Ex per the
2008/09 Finance
Report
Less: Adjusting
items
Net Expenditure
per the Net
Expenditure
Account
1

UKCES
Programme
activity

SSC
Programmes
Activity

Organisational
administration
activity

Capital
Expenditure

Depreciation
& Financing

Total

6,498

75,705

8,269

532

140

91,144

85

(1,375)1

551

(532)

(2)

(1,273)1

6,583

74,330

8,820

–

138

89,871

£1,171 of this value relates to Non take-on NOS Levy funding transactions carried out on an agency basis.

Interest received, taxation and notional cost of capital are not all allocated to segments and do not form
PART OF THE lNANCE REPORT REVIEWED BY THE 3ENIOR ,EADERSHIP 4EAM 4HE lNANCE REPORT REVIEWED BY THE
Senior Leadership Team only shows expenditure analysed by segment.
Adjusting items are for adjustments that are shown in the statutory accounts but not included within the
Management accounts or vice-versa.
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4. Other grants and income
For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

–

204,680

For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

92,405,570

66,635,000

269,402

19,496,551

92,674,972

86,131,551

–

431,525

43,538

254,402

43,538

685,927

–

(3,290,236)

Allocated to fund the payment of liabilities
transferred from SSDA5

(366,422)

(3,304,354)

./3 ,EVY RECEIVED FROM 1#! FROM PRIOR YEAR4

(254,402)

-

(620,824)

(6,594,590)

92,097,686

80,222,888

3COTTISH 1UALIlCATION !UTHORITY 31! ,EVY

5. Grant-In-Aid

Grant-In-Aid received:
From BIS (formerly DIUS)1
2

NOS Levy funding

Add: Non-Cash Related Funding
Grant-In-Aid from DIUS, pre 1 April 20083
'RANT )N !ID RECEIVABLE FROM 1#! AFTER  -ARCH

4

Less: Grant-in-Aid Allocated to Finance
Statement of Financial Position Items
Allocated to fund NOS levy payments on an agency
basis in the period to 30 September 2008

Transfer to General reserves

The NOS levy income accounting policy on page 48 provides further details on accounting treatment of
the NOS levy.
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5. Grant-In-Aid (continued)
1

Funding received from BIS/DIUS on behalf of all Co-Sponsors.

2

&UNDING RECEIVED FROM 1#! REPRESENTING THE BALANCE OF ./3 ,EVY FUNDS TRANSFERRED TO THE 5+ #OMMISSION
The funding has been applied in the following manner:
For the 12 months
to 31 March 2010
£000’s

For the 17 months
to 31 March 2009
£000’s

–

3,290

269

6,649

–

9,558

269

19,497

4O SUPPORT ./3 RELATED ACTIVITY IN THE PERIOD ON AN AGENCY BASIS PRIOR TO TAKING ON !CCOUNTING /FlCER
responsibility.
4O SUPPORT ./3 RELATED ACTIVITY IN THE PERIOD FROM TAKING ON !CCOUNTING /FlCER RESPONSIBILITY ON 
September 2008.
To support other UK Commission costs in period ended 31 March 2009 in place of Grant-In-Aid funding
from Government Sponsors (the compensating cash being provided by Government Sponsors in 2009 AND   lNANCIAL YEARS TO SUPPORT ./3 RELATED ACTIVITY IN THE FORM OF 'RANT )N !ID 
4OTAL ./3 FUNDS RECEIVED FROM 1#!
3

Funding recognised by the UK Commission in respect of set-up costs incurred by DIUS on behalf of the UK Commission post incorporation but
prior to the UK Commission becoming operational on 1 April 2008. The corresponding expenditure is reﬂected in the Net Expenditure Account.

4

)NCOME DUE FROM 1#! IN RESPECT OF THE ./3 LEVY THAT WAS RECEIVED BY THE 5+ #OMMISSION POST YEAR END

5

Represents the value of funding received to cover payment of contract milestone liabilities transferred from the SSDA.

6. SSC Funding Costs
For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

Strategic Core Funding – Public sector

5,699,000

2,582,165

Strategic Core Funding - Private sector

41,947,172

46,824,792

Project Funding – Public sector

2,089,441

5,539,067

Project Funding - Private sector

23,880,061

20,075,321

–

(488,683)

73,615,674

74,532,662

Release of creditor balance following SSDA
creditor fair value review

Public sector comprises any organisation that is sitting within a Health Trust, a NDPB or a Government
Department.
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7. Delivery Activity Costs
For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

29,110

66,407

Legal and Professional

150,553

-

1UALITY !SSURANCE

132,105

200,288

IT Consultancy

894,801

1,902,812

Research & Evaluation

2,505,147

1,563,933

Communications, Public Affairs & Events

1,380,443

1,373,610

Publications

393,371

273,873

Policy Development

369,022

645,504

1,054,756

556,833

6,909,308

6,583,260

For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

Permanent Staff

5,540,625

4,895,052

Temporary Staff

464,244

1,207,432

6,004,869

6,102,484

For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

Amortisation

30,062

25,627

Depreciation

229,250

111,904

259,312

137,531

Due Diligence

Project Management

8. Organisation Costs – Pay

9. Depreciation and Amortisation

Notes to the
accounts
10. Organisation Costs – Non-Pay
For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

Staff Development & Other Staff Costs

258,176

110,884

Travel & Subsidence

621,207

585,332

Meetings, Conferences & Events

75,923

151,392

Printing, Stationery & Advertising

80,836

127,787

Equipment & Systems

130,939

236,204

Communication Charges

136,442

139,431

Professional & Recruitment Fees

555,361

879,224

Accommodation & Facilities

729,758

483,217

3,416

6,188

2,592,058

2,719,659

For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

Amortisation

30,062

25,627

Depreciation

229,250

111,904

Auditors remuneration – external audit

50,0001

28,750

Operating lease rentals – buildings

398,543

371,000

11,597

11,844

Financing & Bank Charges

11. Net expenditure
Net expenditure is stated after charging:

Operating lease rentals – other

1

4HIS IS MADE UP OF a  ADDITIONAL COST OF PRIOR YEAR AUDIT a  TO AUDIT THE RESTATEMENT OF PRIOR YEAR lGURES UNDER )&23 AND a  TO COVER THE
2009/10 audit.
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12. Taxation
For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

Taxation due brought forward

31,421

-

Taxation paid during the year

(23,449)

-

(7,695)

31,421

277

31,421

Net expenditure charge during the year
Taxation due carried forward

Taxation relates to tax on interest received, calculated at the standard rate of corporation tax of 28% of
the interest received during the period.

13. Interest Receivable
For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

991

112,218

For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

4,446,771

3,792,023

Social security costs

378,240

396,445

Other pension costs

784,495

705,548

Inward Seconded, loan and temporary staff

395,363

1,208,468

6,004,869

6,102,484

Interest received

14. Directors and Employees
Staff costs during the period were as follows:

Salaries

Notes to the
accounts
14. Directors and Employees (continued)
The UK Commission incurred £11,828 due to outward seconded staff. The full cost was recharged to
Welsh Assembly Government.
Average number of employees during the year were as follows:

Full time
Equivalents for
12 months to
31 March 2010

Full time
Equivalents for
17 months to
31 March 2009

1.1

1.1

96.0

79.0

Agency staff

9.4

8.3

Inward Seconded staff

3.3

3.8

Outward Seconded staff

0.3

-

110.1

92.2

For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

83,250

117,000

203,9731

208,7502

41,750

52,187

Liz Sayce

5,175

5,287

Sarah Anderson CBE

3,130

4,500

Company Directors (Chair and Chief Executive)
Direct employees

Directors’ Emoluments

Sir Mike Rake (Chair)
Chris Humphries (Chief Executive) – Salary
and performance pay
Chris Humphries (Chief Executive) – Pension
3

1

Includes £35,442 bonus paid in respect of performance in period to 31 March 2009. No bonus was paid to 31 March 2009.

2

Salary for the period 1 January 2008 to 31 March 2009.

3

Paid to The Royal Association for Disability and Rehabilitation, not Liz Sayce directly.
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15. Cost of capital

Cost of Capital charge

For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

294,427

168,872

In accordance with FReM, NDPBs are required to disclose the full cost of their activities in their accounts.
The Commission has included in its accounts an amount for the cost of capital. The cost of capital
has been arrived at by calculating a rate of 3.5 per cent of the average capital employed. The average
CAPITAL EMPLOYED IS DElNED AS AN AVERAGE OF TOTAL ASSETS LESS TOTAL LIABILITIES AT THE START AND END OF THE
accounting period. As a NDPB which is also a company limited by guarantee, this cost of capital is then
reversed out through the Statement of Changes in Reserves.
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16. Non current assets
For the year ended 31 March 2010
Property, plant and equipment
Equipment

Information
Technology
£

Furniture
and Fittings
£

Total

£

Assets Under
Construction
£

4,030

260,661

265,033

204,382

734,106

Transfer

–

(260,661)

260,661

–

–

Addition

–

–

255,083

37,504

292,587

4,030

–

780,777

241,886

1,026,693

At 1 April 2009

409

–

77,828

33,667

111,904

Charge for the year

731

–

190,472

38,047

229,250

1,140

–

268,300

71,714

341,154

2,890

–

512,477

170,172

685,539

£

Cost
At 1 April 2009

At 31 March 2010

Depreciation

At 31 March 2010

Net book amount
At 31 March 2010
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For the seventeen months to 31 March 2009
Property, plant and equipment
Equipment

Information
Technology
£

Furniture
and Fittings
£

Total

£

Assets Under
Construction
£

–

–

–

–

–

373

–

164,399

63,417

228,189

3,657

260,661

115,843

140,965

521,126

–

–

(15,209)

–

(15,209)

4,030

260,661

265,033

204,382

734,106

At incorporation date

–

–

–

–

–

Charge for the period

409

–

77,828

33,667

111,904

At 31 March 2009

409

–

77,828

33,667

111,904

3,621

260,661

187,205

170,715

622,202

£

Cost
At incorporation date
Acquired from SSDA at net
book value
Additions
Fair value adjustment on
transferred assets
At 31 March 2009

Depreciation

Net book amount
At 31 March 2009
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16. Non current assets (continued)
Intangible assets

At 31 March 2010
£

Software Licences
Cost
At 1 April 2009

59,723

Additions

89,319

At 31 March 2010

149,042

Amortisation
At 1 April 2009

25,627

Provided in the year

30,062

At 31 March 2010

55,689

Closing net book amount at 31 March 2010

93,353

Intangible assets

At 31 March 2009
£

Software Licences
Cost
At incorporation date

-

Acquired from SSDA at net book value

50,432

Additions

11,428

Fair value adjustment on transferred assets

(2,137)

At 31 March 2009

59,723

Amortisation
At incorporation date

-

Provided in the period

25,627

At 31 March 2009

25,627

Closing net book amount at 31 March 2009

34,096
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17. Other current assets
At 31 March 2010
£

At 31 March 2009
£

218,294

62,989

Funding receivable in respect of SSDA
transferred liabilities outstanding

–

366,422

Owing From Other Government Bodies

43,560

254,402

261,854

683,813

At 31 March 2010
£

At 31 March 2009
£

Trade payables

190,658

602,732

Owing To Other Government Bodies

427,804

100,330

4,613,612

7,046,845

-

366,422

82,689

50,281

2,900,242

2,791,923

8,215,005

10,958,533

Prepayments

18. Trade and other payables
Amounts falling due within one year

Accruals – Sector Skills Councils & Other
Standard Setting Bodies¹
Accruals – Sector Skills Councils & Other
Standard Setting Bodies relating to outstanding
SSDA transferred milestones
Accruals – Untaken leave
Accruals – Other

1

Accruals in relation to Sector Skills Councils and Standard Setting Bodies are for contracted milestones with a delivery date on or before 31 March 2010.

Trade payables principally comprise amounts outstanding for trade purchases and ongoing costs.
The average credit period taken for trade payables is 9 (2009: 19) days while that for Sector Skills
ORGANISATIONS WAS    DAYS 4HE #OMMISSION HAS lNANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES IN
place to ensure that all payables are paid within the internal credit timeframe.
Accruals for untaken leave are calculated based on employee leave days outstanding as at
31 March 2010.
Directors consider that the carrying amount of trade payables approximates to their fair value due
to their short term nature.
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19. Other liabilities – corporation taxation

Corporation taxation

At 31 March 2010
£

At 31 March 2009
£

277

31,421

The corporation taxation liability relates to tax on interest received. The calculation is based on 28% of
the interest received during the period.

20. General Reserves
Clause 5 of the Memorandum of Association of the company requires that the income of the
company be applied solely towards the promotion of the objectives of the company and prohibits
ITS DISTRIBUTION DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY BY WAY OF A DIVIDEND BONUS OR OTHERWISE BY WAY OF PROlT TO THE
members of the company provided that nothing shall prevent the company from making payment in
GOOD FAITH AT A REASONABLE PROPER RATE TO ANY MEMBER OFlCER OR SERVANT OF THE COMPANY IN RESPECT OF
remuneration for services rendered, interest on monies lent, rent for premises demised or reimbursement
of out-of-pocket expenses.
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21. Net cash outﬂow from operating activities
At 31 March 2010
£

At 31 March 2009
£

(89,078,108)

(89,621,247)

(294,427)

(168,872)

(991)

(112,218)

Tax (credit)/expense recognised in Net Expenditure Account

(7,695)

31,421

Amortisation

30,062

25,627

Depreciation

229,250

111,904

Tax paid

(23,449)

-

55,537

(317,391)

(2,333,568)

10,491,711

Pre 1st April costs funded by DIUS on UK Commission’s
behalf

-

431,525

Payments made in relation to SSDA liabilities transferred

(366,422)

(3,304,354)

-

(3,290,236)

(91,789,811)

(85,722,130)

Net Expenditure after interest, taxation and cost of capital

Adjustment for cost of capital credit
Interest received

Decrease / (increase) in debtors excluding SSDA transferred
debtor outstanding
(Decrease) / Increase in creditors excluding capital and
outstanding SSDA liability

Payments made on an agency basis
Net cash outﬂow from operating activities

22. Reconciliation of net cash ﬂow to movement in net funds
At 31 March 2010
£

At 31 March 2009
£

82,612

–

Increase in cash in the period

249,844

82,612

Net cash at end of period

332,456

82,612

Net cash at the beginning of period

!LL CASH BALANCES ARE HELD AT THE OFlCE OF (- 0AYMASTER 'ENERAL
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23. Analysis of changes in net cash

Cash at bank and in hand

At beginning
of period
£

Cash
ﬂow
£

At end of
period
£

82,612

249,844

332,456

24. Contingent liabilities disclosed under IAS 37
The company had no contingent liabilities at 31 March 2010 or 31 March 2009.

25. Financial instruments
!S A .$0" WITH NO BORROWINGS AND WHOLLY FUNDED BY ")3 THE 5+ #OMMISSION CONlRMS THAT IT IS NOT
EXPOSED TO ANY RISKS RELATING TO lNANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
'ENERALLY lNANCIAL INSTRUMENTS PLAY A MORE LIMITED ROLE IN CREATING AND MANAGING RISK THAN WOULD APPLY
TO A NON PUBLIC SECTOR BODY 4HE MAJORITY OF lNANCIAL INSTRUMENTS RELATE TO CONTRACTS TO BUY NON
lNANCIAL ITEMS IN LINE WITH THE 5+ #OMMISSIONS EXPECTED PURCHASE AND USAGE REQUIREMENTS AND THE
UK Commission is therefore exposed to little liquidity, interest, credit, price or foreign currency risk as
explained below.
Liquidity risk
The UK Commission receives funding monthly on the basis of a payment schedule agreed annually with
the Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS). By ensuring that expenditure is maintained within
the budgetary allocation, the UK Commission faces minimal liquidity risk.
Interest rate risk
!T  -ARCH  ALL THE 5+ #OMMISSIONS lNANCIAL LIABILITIES WERE NON INTEREST BEARING 4HE 5+
#OMMISSIONS ONLY INTEREST BEARING lNANCIAL ASSET IS ITS CURRENT ACCOUNT HELD WITH THE 0AYMASTER
General. Interest received from that account during the period to 31 March 2010 was 0% of total funding.
Therefore, interest income is immaterial to the UK Commission’s operations and the UK Commission
FACES NO SIGNIlCANT INTEREST RATE RISK
Foreign currency risk
The UK Commission has negligible foreign currency transactions and is, therefore, not exposed to any
MATERIAL FOREIGN CURRENCY RISK !S THE 5+ #OMMISSION DOES NOT TRADE IN lNANCIAL INSTRUMENTS THOSE THAT IT
does hold are accounted for at book value which represents a reasonable approximation to fair value, any
difference in these values is immaterial to the UK Commission’s accounts.
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Credit and Other Price Risk
%XPOSURE TO CREDIT AND OTHER PRICE RISKS IS NOT SIGNIlCANT 4HE 5+ #OMMISSION DOES NOT CARRY ANY LONG
outstanding debt and all of the amount receivable is from government agencies.
!LL CONTRACTS ARE AGREED AT A lXED PRICE AND THE 5+ #OMMISSION HAS NO EXPOSURE TO ANY OTHER PRICE RISKS
A review of all contracts was made at year end and no known derivative elements embedded
WERE IDENTIlED

26. Capital commitments
£87,150 (2009: £11,307) has been committed and contracted in respect of capital expenditure as at
31 March 2010.

27. Pension contributions
Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme (PCSPS)
4HE 0#303 IS AN UNFUNDED MULTI EMPLOYER DElNED BENElT SCHEME #ONTRIBUTIONS ON A hPAY AS YOU GOv
basis are credited to the exchequer under arrangements governed by the Superannuation Act 1972. The
company is unable to identify its share of the underlying assets and liabilities of the scheme. Accordingly,
THE COMPANY HAS ACCOUNTED FOR ITS CONTRIBUTIONS AS IF IT WERE A DElNED CONTRIBUTION SCHEME
The pensions cost is assessed every four years in accordance with the advice of the government actuary.
4HE ASSUMPTIONS AND OTHER DATA THAT HAVE THE MOST SIGNIlCANT EFFECT ON THE DETERMINATION OF
the contribution levels are as follows:
Latest actuarial valuation

31 March 2007

Investment returns per annum

6.0% per annum

Salary scale increases per annum

3.9% per annum

Further information can be obtained from www.civilservice-pensions.gov.uk.
Total contributions to the scheme in the year were £739,699 (2009: £641,481)
Partnership Pension Account
The partnership pension account is a stakeholder pension arrangement. The employer makes a basic
contribution of between 10 per cent and 25 per cent (depending on the terms of their employee contract
agreements) into a stakeholder pension product chosen by the employee.
Total contributions to the scheme in the year were £45,246 (2009: £64,067).
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28. Insurance
7ITH THE EXCEPTION OF THIRD PARTY INSURANCE REQUIRED BY THE 2OAD 4RAFlC !CTS AND ANY OTHERS WHICH
are statutory or contractual obligations, the company follows the usual rules for public bodies of noninsurance.
4HE COMPANY IS INDEMNIlED BY THE $EPARTMENT FOR "USINESS )NNOVATION AND 3KILLS ")3 IN RESPECT OF THE
Employer’s Liability Insurance.

29. Commitments under leases
Operating lease payments amounting to £410,140 (2009: £382,844) were recognised as an expense
during the year. Total future minimum lease payments under operating leases are given in the table below
for each of the following periods.
Buildings
2010
£

Other
2010
£

Buildings
2009
£

Other
2009
£

In one year or less

402,505

14,961

396,824

15,320

"ETWEEN TWO AND lVE YEARS

783,984

7,481

1,185,074

22,946

–

-

-

-

1,186,489

22,442

1,581,898

38,266

'REATER THAN lVE YEARS

4HE LEASE FOR THE 7ATH /FlCE LOCATED ON  #ALLmEX "USINESS 0ARK 7ATH UPON $EARNE RELATES TO THE BUILDING ONLY AND
does not include the land on which the premises are built. Rental charges are reviewed annually and may be increased
on agreement by both the Landlord and the UK Commission.
The tenancy for 3 Callﬂex Business Park runs up to 18th April 2012 on which date there is a lease break.
4HE lGURES ABOVE INCLUDE RENTALS FOR THE ,ONDON /FlCE SPACE IN   'ROSVENOR 'ARDENS ,ONDON 4HE ,ONDON
/FlCE IS RENTED BY WAY OF A -EMORANDUM OF 4ERMS OF /CCUPATION -/4/ ARRANGEMENT WHICH GIVES THE #OMMISSION
the right of usage and control of the premises. The arrangement does not take the legal form of a lease but is
RECOGNISED AND DISCLOSED ON THESE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS AS AN OPERATING LEASE IN ACCORDANCE WITH )&2)# 
4HE RENTAL ARRANGEMENT FOR THE ,ONDON /FlCE RELATES TO THE BUILDING ONLY AND DOES NOT INCLUDE THE LAND ON WHICH THE
premises are built.
4HE -/4/ ARRANGEMENT FOR THE ,ONDON /FlCE RUNS UNTIL TH 3EPTEMBER  AND IS EXTENDABLE BY MUTUAL AGREEMENT
to 24th December 2017 or until ended by either party by giving due notice as outlined on the MOTO. Rental charges
are subject to review by the Landlord on 31st December 2012.
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30. Service Concession Arrangements
(a) – Talent map Phase 3
The UK Commission for Employment and Skills entered into an agreement with Serco for the Talent map
Phase 3 programme. The terms of the contract are that Serco would provide services for project initiation
and development of a version for publicly funded employer support, as well as the provision for website
interim support.
The contract was awarded under HMRC Business Link framework and approved by the multi agency
Project Steering Group (refer to Note 33 – transactions with related parties).
The talentmap™ IS A FRAMEWORK AND WEB SERVICE FOR EMPLOYERS AND THEIR ADVISERS WHICH IN THE lRST
INSTANCE WILL HELP THEM TO NAVIGATE THE COMPLEX PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS LANDSCAPE AND lND
publicly funded advice and support.
Development work commenced in early 2008 and the service was launched, as planned, in the summer
2009. Its development and operation will be funded by UK Government until the end of 2010-11. Serco
as the businesslink operator will take over the talentmap web-tool from 1st April 2011. They will develop
talentmap™ web-tool from that point on.
)NITIAL 'OVERNMENT INVESTMENT TO SET UP THE BASIC SERVICE IS AROUND a MILLION OVER THREE lNANCIAL YEARS
This is funded by Governments in Westminster, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales.
Changes in the arrangement occurring during the period
A change to the deliverables as agreed between the two parties, including any changes of timings that
TAKE SUBSTANTIAL PROPORTIONS OF THE WORK OUTSIDE THE lNANCIAL YEAR OF  WILL BE REVIEWED ON A CASE
by case basis.
Terms of arrangement affecting the amount, timing and certainty of future cash ﬂows
3IGNIlCANT TERMS OF ARRANGEMENT RELATING TO FUNDING ARE AS FOLLOWS
s $ELIVERY WILL TAKE PLACE WITHIN THE FUNDING FRAMEWORK AS DOCUMENTED IN THE "USINESS #ASE
Government Programme Funding Model Web Convergence and Support V1.0 issued March 2008.
s !LL WORK WILL BE ARRANGED THROUGH A 3TATEMENT OF 7ORKS MECHANISM
s 0AYMENT IS CONDITIONAL AGAINST SIGN OFF OF THE PRE AGREED MONTHLY WORK AND INVOICING SCHEDULES AS
stated in the statement of works. There are no terms of arrangements that would be expected to
materially affect the amount, timing and certainty of future cashﬂows beyond those noted above.
Rights and Obligations
During 2009/10 the UK Commission (on behalf of the Talent map Coalition) as the grantor of the project
committed to:
s 0ROVIDE A PROJECT TEAM TO MANAGE THE DELIVERY BY 3ERCO OF THE PUBLICLY FUNDED VERSION OF talentmap™
and procure a Delivery Partner to take forward this initial investment.
s 0ROVIDE A SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE TO BE A CHAIR OR MEMBER OF THE talentmap™ Project Board and Steering
Group to support the Talent Map Phase 3 project in achieving its objectives as set out in its strategic
business case.
s #OMMUNICATE THE BENElTS OF USING THE talentmap™ to stakeholders, employer representative,
employers and brokers/advisors.
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30. Service Concession Arrangements (continued)
During 2010-11 the UK Commission (on behalf of the Talent map Coalition) as the grantor of the project
commits to:
s %NGAGING AT OPERATIONAL AND SENIOR LEVEL TO UNDERSTAND THE $ELIVERY 0ARTNERS NOW IDENTIlED AS 3ERCO
as the businesslink operator, needs and priorities and provide strategic and operational support.
s 0ROVIDE A SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE TO BE A CHAIR OR MEMBER OF THE talentmap™ Governance Board and
provide strategic and ‘policy’ input into the work of the talentmap™.
s 0ROVIDE STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT OF THE MEMBERS OF THE TALENTMAP COALITION AND CONTENT PROVIDERS
s #OMMUNICATE THE BENElTS OF USING THE talentmap™ framework and web-tool.
In 2009/10 Serco committed to:
s $EVELOP THE PUBLICLY FUNDED VERSION OF talentmap™ in accordance with the delivery schedule
given above.
s 4AKE RESPONSIBILITY TO MEET AGREED OPERATIONAL SERVICE LEVELS AND TO MAINTAIN THE ACCURACY AND
relevance of all information owned by the UK Commission for content provided on businesslink.gov.uk.
In 2010-11 Serco commits to:
s -AINTAIN AND SUPPORT ON A TURNKEY BASIS THE PUBLICLY FUNDED VERSION OF talentmap™ in accordance
with the delivery schedule given above.
s 4AKE RESPONSIBILITY TO MEET AGREED OPERATIONAL SERVICE LEVELS AND TO MAINTAIN THE ACCURACY AND
relevance of all information owned by the UK Commission for content provided on businesslink.gov.uk.
s $EVELOP THE TECHNICAL SOLUTION SO THAT 3ERCO AS BUSINESSLINK OPERATOR CAN TAKE OVER FULL RESPONSIBILITY
from 1st April 2011.
Classiﬁcation
Development expenditure incurred on the Talent Map Phase 3 project has been charged to the Net
%XPENDITURE !CCOUNT AS IT DOES NOT FULlL THE &RAMEWORKS ASSET RECOGNITION CRITERIA 7HILE THE EXPENDITURE
can be reliably measured, Talent map does not facilitate online applications and falls short in the
interactive public service test of SIC 32 Intangible Assets – Web Site Costs.
(b) – National Occupational Standards (NOS) Directory
The National Occupational Standards Directory is a web accessed database covering the content and
provision of National Occupational Standards across the UK. It is accessible by the public, education
establishments and trainers, employers, Sector Skills Councils and Standard Setting bodies.
The UK Commission for Employment and Skills entered into an agreement with Transmedia Gateway Ltd
for hosting, technical maintenance and helpdesk support for the National Occupational Standards (NOS)
Directory. The Directory had been developed under the Sector Skills Development Agency and the decision
to include the continued provision of this service within the remit of the UK Commission was only made
in February 2008. This resulted in an award of contract under single tender in order to ensure continued
provision whilst a period of consultation was entered into about the long term future of this service.
Duration of Contract: 01/04/2008 – 30/06/2010
Value during 2009-10 ﬁnancial year: £76,090
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Changes in the arrangement occurring during the period
As the complexity of the stakeholder consultation became fully understood the duration of the contract
was extended from 31/12/2009 to 30/06/2010 and agreed between the two parties.
Terms of arrangement affecting the amount, timing and certainty of future cash ﬂows
3IGNIlCANT TERMS OF ARRANGEMENT RELATING TO THIS CONTRACT ARE AS FOLLOWS
s !NY FAILURE TO PROVIDE THE SERVICES AS DETAILED IN THE 3ERVICE ,EVEL !GREEMENT WILL RESULT IN FREE SUPPORT
and maintenance by Transmedia Gateway Ltd at no charge, up to a maximum of 16 hours per month.
There are no terms of arrangements that would be expected to materially affect the amount, timing and
certainty of future cashﬂows beyond those noted above.
Rights and Obligations
Transmedia Gateway Ltd will provide hosting, maintenance and help desk support in line with the Service
Level Agreement in the contract. This includes maximum response times for any technical fault or access
to the system.
Transmedia Gateway Ltd have granted to the UK Commission and the Government a non-exclusive,
perpetual, irrevocable and transferable license to use exploit and/or adapt the Intellectual Property
subsisting in any documents, materials and outputs whatsoever arising from the performance of the
Company of its duties under this contract. A copy of all code, backups and other materials will be
transferred to the UK Commission on completion of the contract.
Classiﬁcation
The National Occupational Standards Directory was developed and completed by the Sector Skills
Development Agency. The expenditure incurred by the UK Commission was for maintenance and has
been charged to the Net Expenditure Account.
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31. Commitments under Service Concession Arrangements
Total commitments relating to service concession arrangements, analysed by the period during which the
commitment expires, comprise:
Serco
2010
£

NOS Directory
2010
£

Serco
2009
£

NOS Directory
2009
£

In one year or less

-

15,250

-

52,877

"ETWEEN ONE AND lVE
years

-

-

-

-

'REATER THAN lVE YEARS

-

-

-

-

-

15,250

-

52,877

32. Liabilities of members
Under Clause 7 of the Memorandum of Association all members undertake to contribute to the assets of
the company such an amount as may be required, not exceeding £1, in the event of it being wound up
during the period of membership and within one year afterwards.

33. Transactions with related parties
The UK Commission is a NDPB funded by BIS and is regarded as a related party.
During the year the UK Commission also entered into transactions with other organisations that can
be considered as related because of the nature of the involvement of Commissioners. The table below
details the most material transactions and the relationship of the organisations to the UK Commission.
All were arms length transactions carried out in the normal course of business and were competitively
tendered in respect of non-Sector Skills Council funding transactions, and were procured in accordance
with the UK Commission’s conﬂict of interest policy. The procurement route and involvement of
Commissioners for each relationship is noted against each party where relevant.
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For the year ended 31 March 2010
Director

UK
Commission
Role/
Relationship

Related
Organisation
Role/
Relationship

Related
Organisation

Transaction

Value
included in
accounts

£

Amount
yet to be
paid at
31 March
2010
£

Sir Mike
Rake

Chairman

Chairman

BT Landline

Telephone services2

34,106

5,348

Sir Mike
Rake

Chairman

Chairman

BT Openworld

Internet service
charges2

2,321

147

Sir Mike
Rake

Chairman

Chairman

BT Openworld

Internet service
connection charges
FOR ,ONDON /FlCE

3,931

-

Sir Mike
Rake

Chairman

Chairman

BT INET

19,125

-

Chris
Hyman

Director

Chief
Executive

Serco

Strategic advice on
Talent Map long term
plan3

254,485

-

Jeremy
Anderson

Director

Chief
Executive

KPMG

KPMG provided
internal audit services
to the UKCES5

-

34,539

Larry Hirst

Director

Chairman

e-skills UK

Funding for
programme costs6

2,800,545

84,306

The UK Commission sponsors the following Sector Skills Councils which are considered to be related
parties. Details of the most material transactions made with the related party Sector Skills Councils during
the period to 31 March 2010 are shown below.

Related Sector
Skills Council

Relationship

Transaction

Value

£

Amount yet
to be paid at 31
March 2010
£

Government Skills

Government Body

Funding for programme delivery

2,009,393

61,343

Construction Skills

Government Body10

Funding for programme delivery

3,381,206

303,754

Skills For Health

Government Body

Funding for programme delivery

2,397,842

62,707
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33. Transactions with related parties (continued)
For the seventeen months to 31 March 2009
Director

UK
Commission
Role/
Relationship

Related
Organisation
Role/
Relationship

Related
Organisation

Transaction

Value
included in
accounts

£

Amount
yet to be
paid at
31 March
2010
£

Sir Mike
Rake

Chairman

Chairman

BT

Business Case
Development
proof of concept
and Business
Consultancy for
talentmap™, phase
21

327,551

-

Sir Mike
Rake

Chairman

Chairman

BT Landline

Telephone services2

27,155

-

Sir Mike
Rake

Chairman

Chairman

BT Openworld

Internet service
charges2

1,885

-

Chris
Hyman

Director

Chief
Executive

Serco

Strategic advice on
Talent Map long term
plan3

56,427

56,427

Chris
Hyman

Director

Chief
Executive

Serco

Talent Map Phase
3 – Project initiation
& Beta delivery and
Provision of website
interim support
services4

1,242,848

1,242,848

Jeremy
Anderson

Director

Chief
Executive

KPMG

KPMG provided
internal audit services
to the UKCES5

24,208

–

Larry Hirst

Director

Chairman

e-skills UK

Funding for
programme costs6

3,531,666

49,500
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The UK Commission sponsors the following Sector Skills Councils which are considered to be related
parties. Details of the most material transactions made with the related party Sector Skills Councils during
the period to 31 March 2009 are shown below.

Related Sector
Skills Council

Government Skills7

Relationship

Transaction

Value

£

Amount yet
to be paid at 31
March 2009
£

Government Body

Funding for programme delivery

1,936,162

200,000

Construction Skills8,10 Government Body

Funding for programme delivery

3,907,927

403,400

Funding for programme delivery

3,191,719

311,176

9

Skills For Health

Government Body

The UK Commission’s procurement process ensures there is no inﬂuence with Commissioners in the
provision of the tender or in the delivery of the service.
A review of all SSC board of directors was made and no known UKCES representative, senior manager or
DIRECTOR WAS IDENTIlED AS A MEMBER OTHER THAN THOSE MENTIONED IN THESE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS

1

Awarded under OGC Catalist Framework. Evaluated by two external consultants and the Head of IT & Facilities to ensure transparency. There was no
INVOLVEMENT IN AWARD BY #OMMISSIONERS OR %XECUTIVE $IRECTORS !WARD WAS RATIlED BY 0ROJECT 3TEERING GROUP COMPRISING 4ALENT -AP SPONSORING AGENCIES

2

Awarded through OGC pan-Government framework. There was no involvement of Commissioners in award.

3

Awarded under an OGC multi-disciplinary framework. Approved by multi agency Project Steering Group. There was no involvement by Commissioners in
award.

4

Award made under HMRC single framework as Serco is the only supplier with the security access to work on and link to, other Government websites. There
was no Commissioner inﬂuence in the provision of the tender or in the delivery of the service.

5

Open advertised tender. No inﬂuence from Commissioners with regard to proposed supplier selection.

6

e-skills UK is Sector Skills Council. Larry Hirst is excluded from any Commission decisions effecting Sector Skills Councils.

7

Figure includes £8,680 paid on an agency basis.

8

Figure includes £286,448 paid on an agency basis.

9

Figure includes £263,185 paid on an agency basis.

10

There is a related party relationship as a Government body as well as in relation to having common Directorship James Wates is the Chairman of CITBConstruction Skills and was appointed as a Commissioner 1 April 2009 and is excluded from any Commission decisions effecting Sector Skills Councils.
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34. Losses and special payments
For the
12 months to
31 March 2010
£

For the
17 months to
31 March 2009
£

986

3,648

–

3,417

Losses and special payments total value
4RANSACTIONS INCLUDED IN THE lGURE ABOVE EXCEEDING a 
Stolen IT equipment

35. Performance targets
&OR THE PERIOD ENDED  -ARCH  THE COMPANY WAS NOT SET ANY SPECIlC lNANCIAL PERFORMANCE
targets by Sponsors.

36. Post Balance Sheet events
Transfer of Investors In People function
On 1 April 2010 the UKCES took over the running of the Investors In People (IiP) program from IiP (UK) by
way of a business combination following a machinery of government change. The effect of this transfer of
the IiP function is that the UK Commission is bringing in net assets at a provisional fair value of £409,000
UNAUDITED lGURE AND  EMPLOYEES
Authorised for issue
4HE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS WERE AUTHORISED FOR ISSUE ON  *ULY 
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Legal and
administrative details
Company registration number:

6425800

Registered ofﬁce:

3 Callﬂex Business Park, Golden Smithies Lane,
Wath-upon-Dearne, South Yorkshire S63 7ER

Company secretary:

Kay Dickinson

Bankers:

H M Paymaster General

Auditors:

Comptroller and Auditor General
.ATIONAL !UDIT /FlCE
157-197 Buckingham Palace Road
Victoria, London, SW1W 9SP

Register of Directors interests
4HE 2EGISTER OF $IRECTORS INTERESTS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE COMPANYS REGISTERED OFlCE

Directors
4HE DIRECTORS IN OFlCE DURING THE YEAR ARE LISTED BELOW
Name

Date of appointment

Executive Directors
Sir Mike Rake
Chris Humphries CBE

13/11/07
01/01/08

Non Executive Directors
Prof. Alan Gilbert
Brendan Barber
#HARLES -AYlELD
Chris Hyman CBE
David Brennan
David Prentis
Dr Bill McGinnis CBE
Grahame Smith
Ioan Morgan CBE
Jeremy Anderson CBE
James Wates
Julie Kenny CBE, DL
Larry Hirst CBE
Liz Sayce
Lord Victor Adebowle
Nigel Whitehead
Philip Green
Richard Lambert
Sarah Anderson CBE
Sir Adrian Webb
Sir Robert Kerslake
Valerie Todd
Willy Roe CBE

01/04/08
01/04/08

01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/10/08
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/09
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/09
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/08
01/04/08

Actual resignation date

02/02/10

30/09/09

10/12/09
10/12/09

Our Commissioners

Lord Victor Adebowale
Chief Executive, Turning Point

Jeremy Anderson CBE
Head of Financial Services, KPMG Europe LLP

Victor has been Chief Executive of Turning
Point since 2001 and has more than 25 years
experience in the health, social care and housing
sector. Turning Point is the UK’s leading social
care organisation, providing services for people
with complex needs. Victor is a member of
the Ministerial Advisory Group for Equality in
Mental Health and of the Advisory Council of the
Misuse of Drugs. He has an MA in Advanced
Organisational Consulting and has advised
government of both Labour and Conservative
administrations on various issues relating to the
sector. In 2000, Victor was awarded the CBE for
services to the New Deal, the unemployed and
homeless young people. He was appointed as a
cross bench peer in 2001.

Jeremy Anderson is Head of Financial Services
for KPMG Europe LLP. He works extensively
with global banks helping them to design and
implement people, process and technology
solutions as they deal with the challenges of a
fast changing and expanding global market.
Jeremy also held the post of Deputy Chairman
of the Business Commission on Race Equality
in the Workplace.

Brendan Barber
General Secretary of the TUC

David Brennan
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer of AstraZeneca plc

Brendan joined the TUC in 1975, becoming
Head of the Press Department in 1979 and the
Industrial Relations Department in1987 before
being appointed Deputy general Secretary in 1993.
He was elected General Sectary in 2003 and has
served on a number of public bodies, including
the ACAS Council. He is currently a member of the
Court of Directors of the Bank of England.

From 2001 until his appointment to CEO, David
WAS 0RESIDENT AND #HIEF %XECUTIVE /FlCER
of AstraZeneca LP, the Company’s North
American subsidiary for the U.S. and Canada.
He was appointed Executive Board Director of
AstraZeneca in 2005. David is also Chairman of
the Board of the Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America (PhRMA), a member
of the Executive Board of European Federation
of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations
(EFPIA) and of the European Roundtable of
Industrialists (ERT).
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Philip N Green
Chief Executive of United Utilities PLC
United Utilities is one of the largest utilities
(water, gas and electricity) companies in the UK,
ranked mid-way in the FTSE100. Philip’s previous
positions have included CEO of P&O Nedlloyd
Container Line Ltd., where in 2004 he led the
company to its successful listing as Royal P&O
Nedlloyd BV in Amsterdam. He also worked as
#HIEF /PERATING /FlCER AT 2EUTERS 'ROUP PLC
Philip is a Director of Business in the Community,
Chairman of Business in the Community’s
Environment Campaign and a trustee of the
Philharmonia Orchestra.

Larry Hirst CBE
Chairman of IBM Europe,
Middle East and Africa (EMEA)
Previously, Larry was General Manager for IBM’s
operations in the UK, Ireland, the Netherlands and
South Africa. In addition to his IBM responsibilities,
Larry is an Advisor on the Presidential International
Advisory Council on Information Society and
Development (PIAC) for South Africa. In 2009
Larry was asked to take up the role of Chairman
of the UK Trade and Investment Executive
Board responsible for driving the UK’s trade and
investments objectives in the telecommunications
and IT technology sectors. Other roles include
Chairman of e-skills UK, the Sector Skills Council
for IT, Telecoms and Contact Centres, and
Chairman of the ‘Transition to Teaching’ Steering
Committee. In 2006 Larry was awarded the CBE in
recognition of his services to the IT industry.

Chris Hyman CBE
Chief Executive, Serco Group PLC

Julie A Kenny CBE, DL
Managing Director, Pyronix Ltd

In addition to this role, Chris formed Serco’s
lRST GLOBAL DIVISION AND IMPLEMENTED THE lRST
global practices across the company. Chris is
also Chairman of In Kind Direct, a trustee of
Habitat for Humanity, Advisor of the Borneo
Tropical Rainforest Foundation, and a National
Ambassador of Business in the Community.
Having been raised in South Africa he has a
passion for the development and mentoring of
underprivileged young people and he continues
to further this cause.

Julie is also a board member of the Small Business
&ORUM 9ORKSHIRE &ORWARD #REATIVE 3HEFlELD
and Director of the British Security Industry
Association. Julie has been in public service to
the Community since 1994 when she became a
member of Rotherham Training and Enterprise
Council and then Rotherham Chamber of
Commerce Training and Enterprise. In recognition
of her contribution to the region’s business and
industry, Julie was awarded a CBE in 2002.

Richard Lambert
Director-General, Confederation of British
Industry (CBI)
Richard became Financial Editor at the Financial
Times in 1979. He became Editor in 1991 and
during his 10 years in this role launched the US
version of the newspaper. In 2002, Richard was
asked to write the Lambert Review of Business
Collaboration. In Spring 2003 Richard became a
member of the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy
Committee, stepping down in April 2006. He has
been Director-General of the CBI since 1 July
2006. Richard is a trustee of the British Museum
and Chancellor of Warwick University.

Dr Bill McGinnis CBE
Northern Ireland Adviser on Employment
and Skills
Bill McGinnis is Chairman of the McAvoy Group
Limited (off-site building solutions). He is currently
a board member of Tourism Ireland, Chairman of
Air Route Development Ltd and Non-executive
Director of a number of public limited companies.
Bill has also been a board member of a number of
public and private organisations including, Invest
Northern Ireland, the National Employment Panel
and the Sector Skills Development Agency. He is a
former President of the Northern Ireland Chamber
of Commerce. He was awarded an OBE in 1997
for his services to Northern Ireland Industry and a
CBE in 2004.

Charlie Mayﬁeld
Chairman, John Lewis Partnership
#HARLIE -AYlELD BECAME THE 0ARTNERSHIPS
lFTH #HAIRMAN IN -ARCH  (E JOINED THE
Partnership in 2000 as Head of Business
Development, for both John Lewis and Waitrose.
Charlie joined the Board as Development Director
in 2001 and was responsible for developing
the Partnership’s online strategy. He became
Managing Director of John Lewis in January 2005
prior to taking up his appointment as Chairman
of the Partnership in March 2007. Charlie is also
Chairman of the Business Action on Economic
renewal Leadership Team and Deputy Chairman
of the New West End Company.

Dave Prentis
General Secretary, Unison
Dave was UNISON’s deputy general secretary
from its formation in 1993 and drove through a
strategic review of the union, aimed at delivering
key reforms, to bring union services closer to the
members. He is a member of the TUC general
council, TUC executive committee and the Trade
Union Labour Party Liaison Committee. Dave is a
Director of the Institute of Public Policy Research
)002  (E IS ALSO A VISITING FELLOW OF .UFlELD
College, Oxford. Dave is a member of the ACAS
Council and President of Unity Trust Bank.
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Willy Roe CBE
Chair, Skills Development Scotland

Liz Sayce OBE
Chief Executive, Radar

Willy is Chair of the Board at Skills Development
Scotland and a member of the Innovation
Programmes Committee of NESTA, the National
Endowment for Science, Technology and the
Arts. He has been Chair of Highlands and Islands
Enterprise (HIE) since September 2004. HIE is the
Scottish Government’s agency leading sustainable
growth and strengthening communities in the
north-western half of Scotland. Willy has advised
many government departments and public
agencies in Scotland and England.

Liz Sayce is Chief Executive of RADAR, the UK’s
leading pan-disability organisation. She is a
member of the Disability Committee of the Equality
and Human Rights Commission and a trustee of
Stonewall and Stand to Reason. From 2000-2007
she was Director, Policy and Communications,
for the Disability Rights Commission. Previously
she was Director of Lambeth, Southwark and
Lewisham Health Action Zone. She spent 8
years as Policy Director of Mind, and one year
as a Harkness Fellow in the USA, studying the
impact of the Americans with Disabilities Act and
related policy initiatives. She was a member of
the UK Government’s Disability Rights Task Force
(1997-99).

Grahame Smith
General Secretary,
Scottish Trades Union Congress

Valerie Todd
Talent and Resources Director,
Crossrail Ltd

Grahame was appointed as the STUC’s Deputy
General Secretary in 1996. In that role he headed
the STUC’s Policy and Campaigns Department
AND HAD SPECIlC RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE 345#S
work on lifelong learning and public services. He
was appointed as General Secretary in December
2005. Grahame is a member of the Scottish
Union Learning Fund Advisory Committee and
of the Board of Scottish Union Learning. He
is also a member of the National Workforce
Plus Partnership Board and the Board of SCDI.
Grahame served as a member of the Church
of Scotland’s Church and Society Council, the
Careers Service Review Committee and was a
member of the Ministerial Advisory Group on
the Review of the Enterprise Network. He was
appointed to the Board of Scottish Enterprise
in December 2008.

Valerie has held a number of senior positions
in local government. She is a member of the
Women’s Transportation Seminar (London), an
organisation established in 2005 to be a voice for
women in transport. She is also a member of the
Institute of Highways and Transportation. In 2007
Valerie was highly commended by Opportunity
Now for her work promoting gender equality.

Sir Adrian Webb
Chair of the Wales Employment & Skills Board

James Wates
Deputy Chairman, Wates Construction Limited

Sir Adrian was First Vice-Chancellor, University
of Glamorgan from 1992 to 2005 and previous
to that was Deputy Vice-Chancellor and
Director of the Centre for Research in Social
Policy, Loughborough University. He began
his academic career as a lecturer at London
School of Economics. In addition to running
large universities, in both Loughborough and
Glamorgan, he was responsible for wholly owned
companies involved in spin-out, knowledge
transfer and training activities. He has also
undertaken many public service roles in Wales and
in Whitehall and Westminster.

James joined Wates Construction as a
management trainee, he took on the role of
General Manager in 1989. Since then he has
progressed through the company to be Deputy
Chairman of the main Group Board. Outside the
Group, he is involved with several industry bodies.
He is Chairman of the UK Contractors Group
and of CITB-Construction Skills. James is also
Vice Chairman of the CBI Construction Council
and of the Chartered Institute of Building. He is
also a Board Member and Treasurer of the British
#OUNCIL FOR /FlCES )N ADDITION HE IS A MEMBER OF
the London Skills and Employment Board and he
also sits on the London Regional Council of The
Prince’s Trust.

Nigel Whitehead
Group Managing Director, BAE Systems plc

Professor Alan Gilbert
President and Vice-Chancellor,
The University of Manchester
(Resigned in February 2010)

Nigel worked for Rolls-Royce for four years as a
production engineering apprentice and graduated
in mechanical engineering before joining British
Aerospace as an aerodynamicist. With the
exception of a brief period in charge of the BAE
Systems team running the Astute Class Submarine
development and production, Nigel has been
active in military aircraft design, development,
production and support programmes for 24 years,
working in the UK, Sweden and Australia. Nigel’s
previous role was as Group Managing Director of
the Military Air Solutions (MAS) business of BAE
Systems. Nigel is also Chairman of the UK Council
for Electronic Business.

Sarah Anderson CBE
Director of Simple Solutions
(Tenure ended December 2009)
Sir Robert Kerslake Kt BSc (Hons)
Chief Executive,
Homes & Communities Agency
(Tenure ended December 2009)
Ioan Morgan CBE
Principal, Warwickshire College
(Resigned in September 2009)

Notes:

Notes:

Notes:

The UK Commission aims to raise UK prosperity and opportunity
by improving employment and skills. Our ambition is to beneﬁt
employers, individuals and government by advising how
improved employment and skills systems can help the UK
become a world-class leader in productivity, in employment
and in having a fair and inclusive society: all this in the context
of a fast-changing global economy.
Because employers, whether in private business or the
public sector, have prime responsibility for the achievement
of greater productivity, the UK Commission will strengthen
the employer voice and provide greater employer inﬂuence
over the employment and skills systems.
Having developed a view of what’s needed, the UK
Commission will provide independent advice to the highest
levels in government to help achieve those improvements
through strategic policy development, evidence-based
analysis and the exchange of good practice.
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